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PREFACE

It is now .nine time in e the National Council of Adult Education
recci.ed an enquiry from the New Zealand Maori C:ount il concerning adult
ethet ation for the Maori people. The cnquir\ concerned the policies of New
Zealand mei% crsities with regard to Maori adult education, and voiced a
tuncern that Maoris are no longt r ret ching adult education services to the
extent they did in the years from 1949 to the early 1960's.

The information whit h the Maori Council requested was sought from
the universities and passttl on. Hint cvcr, the National Council was not satis-
fied that its responailities ended at that point. It believed that a general
review of the situation w as warranted, .old accordingly in 1970 set tip a
Working Party to undertake the task.

The Working Pam's Report has now been presented to the National
Council. Its importance is manifest and it w ill be the subject of detailed
consideration b the Council. Its publitation in the meantime will, we hope,
stimulate wide interest.

It appears at a critical time for adult education in New Zealand. There
is an int reasing at uneNs of the importance of a wide range of educational
opportunity, in .t rapidly -than gin; %%odd, for people w hose main occupational
role is no longer that of a karnet tnd of the bearing that continuing education
has on the quality and adaptability of our society.

During the past ten ,..ears there have been considerable changes ill
%ocationa1 education fin adults and in the work of uni.ersit emension dt part-
'items. Other agent ies ha% e nut changed to the same degree, and there is
some truth in the chaige that facilities fur some groups, especially those outside
urban areas, litue actual!) narrowed. As a body charged by statute with making
retommendations fur polity and co-ordinatcd de.clopulent in adult education,
the National Council belie% ed that Maori adult education might be especially
affected.

The Working Faun's Report therefore is not Gni. of %alue in itself, but
also pros ides c%ident e hick nlay apply possible de% clopmcnts in other
fields of continuing cklut mien. Its recommendations ,tre addressed to a tide
range of organisationsind man), of them link chisely with suggestions v, Inch
are being put forward in %mimes quarters for national policies and machine')
n, implement tin in cher the %vliole area of continuing education. The National
(.:ouncei w ill Consider the Report's recommendations and take that steps it can
to ensure that those which it at tepts as ha% ing piiolity ate put into practice.
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The Counkil is aw ate of the time and effot t LLhich went into the prepara-
tion of this Repott from !Ton king Part) members LL ho LL ere als hcavil)
committed to their main Oct apations and to other work on behalf of the Maori
communit%. We arc grateful to them. and to their emplo)ers fci their under-
%landing-. To the Chairman. Mr to Ilan, the Council is especial!) indebted.

We record with deep regret the death of Mr R. L. Brad!), %% ho was the
first SecretarN of the Working Pan). IIis experience and wisdom had been
imaluable in the earlier meetings.. special tribute should also be paid to the
work done b) Mrs L. C. Co,,k, LL ho retired from the Council's staff shortly
before the completion of the Report, but had identified herself with the task
and had borne much of the burden, especial!) during the difficult period after
Mr Bradiy's death.

It is the National Countirs hope that the Reprt will lead to planned
and effect'ne chneltipment. We look forward to further t.u-operation with those
organisations and institutions which arc affected by it.

On behalf of the Council,
\LAN DANKS, Chairman.
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CHAIRMAN'S FOREWORD

Our Working Ports was set up in 1970 at the imitation of the National
Council of Adult Education, and was charged with the rc.ponsibilit) of
enquiring into the whole of Maori adult education seniees and aeti.ities,
reporting its findings and re, onimendation, to the Coaneil. The National
Council made inan e mailable fur the Wm king Pau. to meet, and the size
of the \Voiking Part. was restiit tett in the interests of effit y e«mont)..

Educational authorities, Maori institutions, ihini h organisations, gmern-
ment departments, unitersitN personnel and others were asked to pros ide
et idence and whtle possible to attend Working Parts ..,es.siuns. It is therefore a
matter fur pite L record that (di Nfaini sections of our Lommunit) showed
their interest b) protiding e.iticute on adult Lineation and other related facets
of Maori education.

In initial!) wishing it sin( ess, the Set retort of the National Council of
Adult Education desk ribed otu Working Part), in .ts terms of reference and
its prueedure,, as a new and inipoitant step for the National Council and one
%% Nell, if it achieLed its goals, could become .I. preeedent. Our Report, in m)
view, fulfils the aims envisaged.

To make easier the task of the Working Part), committees were organised
to cowl- the northern and southern parts of the Lountr). These met between the
main 'Working Part) sessions. The first full meeting took plate on the 9th;10th
April 1970, and the final meeting on the 2nd November 1971.

The Working Part) records with regret and s)mpath) the death of its lust
Secretar), Mr R. Brad!). His understanding and experience in Maori education
u as sorel) missed in later meetings. I-There c ie hoa ki o malua kci le Po.

Mr Bradl)'s death occurred during the absence merseas of Mr James, and
until his return the burden of the work was t heel full) taken up b) Mrs Cook,
the National Council's Assistant Seeretor). The Wm king Part) thanks her for
her unt;ring efforts on our behalf and w:shes her a happ retirement.

The Ww king Part) is grateful for the support and interest of the National
Council of Adult Education and in particular its Sccietar), Dmid James,
and thanks tho..e organisations and got ernmcnt departments which gme us so
much of their time and effort. NI) personal thanks to all members of the
Working Part) for their co-operation Tcna koulou kaloa me ago awahina.

M. to HALL Chairman.
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I

MAORI

It seems that w pre-European times the Maori people del, eloped a ',veil-
integrated and nicely io-uidinated s. stem of adult education adequate for their
needs and purpo,es in 1101110gUlCOUS societN. They had special institutions
for teaching and learning, such as:

Te W hare Pura, a house for NN caNing and plaiting. Here the techniques
of processing, d)cing, manufai Luring, etc. of textile crafts were taught.

Te What( Kohanpr, the "nest- house of midwifery, the maternity home.
Te If 'hate Tapere, the house of amusement and entertainment.
7'e W hare Kula, the house fur instruction of general know ledge, probably
the equivalent of modern schools, but not specifically for children.
Te rrhare Maire,Te 117 hare trananga;' elders of the 'Wanganui and Tuhoe
Maoris, N ho visited Victoria UniNersit) separatek, refenid to it as the
Maori wharf' main: of olden times. ro them, the what e maire was a
superior institution to the whale wananga. Some .Maoris think that the
whare moire was the section of the whale wananga deNoted specifically to
the esoteric. Others again sa) that the abate mail(' was as exclusively for
the teaching of magic, including black magic or sorcery.
Te hare Takittra, according to one Tuhoe informant, N as the highest of
all the Maori educational establishments of old. As in Pakcha society these
were rare. They N ere the Niaori counteipatt of modern post-graduate
institutions. Their academit aura N as due in gicat measure to the fact
that they were communes of the priest') scholars who taught at the
higher houses of 'canting. Such scholars were highly mud because in
a pre-literate suiiet) they were the substitutes for written archives, docu-
ments and books.

It should be noted that the whore (houses) w here they taught were not
necessarily different buildings, but wire symbolic of diffeicnt delta' unents
within one or two buildings (as in modern educational institutions).

1 A more detailed account of the whGre wananga is contained in Appendix C.
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The highct forms of knowledge were lapu, as were the priestly scholars
repusitoties and the houses of learning .ts depositories of that knowledge.

Ar,cording to one Maori tradition, the God Tane was escorted In the white
heron through the heat ens and through the purifying waters of -Ringo to the
celestial palace Matangircia, in the twelfth and uppermost lien en, w here he
entered the treasure house Rangiatea, and ohta:ncd for man the three baskets
of knowledge hearing the names:

(1) Te kele uruuru malua or le kele tuauri.
(2) Te kele uruuru rangi or le kele lualea.
(3) Te kele uruuru lau or le kete aronui.

These symbolise the curricula, as follows:
(1) Peace, goodness, love, humanity, i.e. philosophy, theology.
(2) Prayers, incantations and ritual, i.e. literature, pscholog), history,

traditions.
(3) War, agriculture, wood-work, stone-work, i.e. technology.

It is OA ious that the higher forms of knowledge, haN in; dit ine origins,
were highly esteemed, jealously guarded and (miser\ edtnd religiously dis-
seminated to the select few among the high-burn w ho ritually passed through
the searching entry tests of the time, w hateter they were. .1pparently the
ability to memo' se w as accepted as .t sure indit Akin of high intelligence and
intellectual capacity.

The Working Rut) was told of an aged sage who, after he matriculated
from the Wanganui Collegiate School shortly before the turn of the century,
was admitted in the last intake of students to the last of the whale wananga
of the Wanganui area. His testimon) was that it s%, as easier to pass through the
Pakeha institution, a fifty per cent pass in any subject being adequate to
ensure success. In the Maori one any thing less than ninety per cent spelled
disaster for the student.

Of considerable interest is his other comment that at the Wanganui
Collegiate School there w as et er) encouragement fot the culth ation of
hick idual thought, individual eNplession, indhidual inquiry, and individual
problem-sohing. In the Maori institution the emphasi., was on the cultivation
of memory, on committing facts to mentor) and regurgitating them word-
perfect. "Ours was not to reason why, ours was to memorise and memorise
and memorise, and hope that some lapsus linguae would not bring the deadly
curses of Maori gods upon our heads ". The emphasis was on conserving and
transmitting knowledge not so much on the quest for new know ledge. The
system was neither democratic nor research-oriented.
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Adult (Ain ation for the rank and file was huge') the responsibility of the
public speaker, .0 orators who lued to pow out their knowledge on the
,narae and in the meeting-house, a feature of Maori life from times past to the
present. Probably because the Maori had no written language, he deeluped
public speaking and (Amur) to niatch the best anywhere in the world. In his
own cultural setting the Nlauri was not only a superb talker and an astute
debater, skilled in the inter -play of ideas, formidable in erbal thrust and pair),
but an amazingly keen listener as well.

By constant') listening to leading orators and scholars, the rank and file
deliberate') if slowly accumulated a fund of knowledge on di\ erse topics
reit:\ ant to Maori society and culture. In time the listeners became the talkers,
the debaters, the public speakers and transmitters of that knowledge. Those
who excelled earned 'mina and status which increased with age, making them
the least expendable of people; and so in Maori society, the older the person
the more he he ame an integral part of the community.

The irtues of the orators % ere extolled, as %ell they might in a society
which boasted that "korcrot k the food of chiefs". Kouro, of course, co ered
virtually eNer) subject under the sun, such as the niceties of formal greetings,
salutations, aledictories and panegyrics, history, traditions, folklore, genealogy
and so on. EN en today, the oblique') recorded scientific observations clad in
mythological guise and the pelf-01111am e of genealogical recital, that most
hazardous )et most imitate of all intellectual and scholar') pursuits
fascinate scholars of different races.

The foregoing account prompts these reflections:
(a) The Maori of former times did develop a satisfactory system of life-

long or continuing education.
(b) The Maori is capable of acquiring and disseminating knowledge,

provided he sees the need and purpose.
(c) Certain kinds of adult education could best be carried out on the

marae- for example, orator), genealogy and some aspects of Maori-
tanga.

(d) Adult educators of another cultme do not make nearly enough use
of natural Maori groupings (kid) and of traditional meeting places
(meeting house and nzarae) for the dissemination of knowledge.

(e) Maori people have well - established traditions of orator) and public
speaking, a fact that modern purveyors of knowledge and culture
cannot afford to ignore. The dull lecturer, whatever his academic

1 korerotalk.

3
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qualifications, is scarcel Ile!) to woke an) response amongst Maori
adults.

,f) Because the Maori depended so much on oral teaching, he developed
and perfected some excellent teaching techniques.

(g) The majority of Maoris arc people of two worlds, of two cultures,
and more often than not, of two languages- ,they are the privileged
New Zealanders. Sometimes they arc incomparable as teachers, espec-
ially w hen they can draw on parallels, differences and similarities
between Maori and Pakcha allies, attitudes, customs and rituals.

This cultural dualism makes it important, indeed imperatie, to include
some Maori-oriented subjects of study in the curriculum for Maori adults,
whether in the humanities and the social sciences or merely for leisure-time
activities, for instance:

Maori language of the hui and marae;
Maori orai literature;
Local history, tribal history, traditions, genealogy;
Arts and crafts, Maori etiquette, protocol and customs;
Maori acrd Polynesian myths and legends, which when treated in a
scientific way can be as fascinating for Pakcha as for Maori.

4
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LATER DEVELOPMENTS IN INFORMAL

MAORI ADULT EDUCATION

A wide range of adult education activities is being carried out by
indiYiduals, organisations and business establishments without their e'er using
the term "adult education ". FestiNals, retreats, training on the job, etc. arc
the preferred terms. The NLI.A. (Mutual Improy einem Association) of the
Church of Latter Day Saints is an excellent form of adult education. Adherents
of this church are encouraged to imoke themsch es in choral singing, play-
reading and a,,ting, physical education and organised sport. There is much
emphasis on family education, on the primacy of family cohesion and sanctity,
and on community cohesion within the Church. Life and living are made a
little more meaningful and worthwhile for members of the faith.

The Ilui-aranga (Easter Pesti I al) of the Roman Catholic Church, the
Hui-topu and Ilui-aroha of the Anglicans, the retreats of the Presbyterians
and Methodists and Ringatu, the Ilui-Rangatahi (Youth Festival) of the
Ratana are, 1% hile spasmodic, spectacular forms of church-inspired adult
education made meaningful within the context of church and Alaoritangc.
Church respect for the intrinsic values of Maorilanga is one reason why
hundreds of Maori people, old and young, tras el long distances to plunge
themsehes into such gatherings. The many weeks of preparatory training for
competitions in manic oratory, Maori cultural form. and choral singing are all
worthwhile adult education work.

MAORI CLUBS

The phenomenal growth cf large `laori Youth and Culture Clubs,
pursuing meaningful and well-defined cultural ubjecthes in an urban area,
is worthy of the notice of adult education agencies. Mostly these clubs are
inter-tribal and inter-denoininational in their compos:tium They meet regularly
for meetings, fur amusement of one kind and another, and for activities such
as group singing, poi dances, action songs and so on.

5



On occasions they display their talents at concerts and at welcomes to
celebrities and on other oLcasiuns they meet for inter-club functions. At times
they tial,e1 lung distances to %al-ions Maori functions to help, inter alia, with
entertainment and fund raising. These dubs generally compete with one
another, notably alt the annual Wellington Festhal of Arts. This de% elopment
in Wellington has spread to Christchurch, Dunedin and other centres. A
natural de%clopment is the holding of .1 National Maori and Poly nesian
of Arts in Rotorua in Mardt, 1972, and, it is hoped, annually thereafter.

These clubs arc satisfy ing felt needs, satisfy ing a deep-rooted marae
hunger, community hunger, a hunger for ,llaoritanga and a hunger for things
Maori that hac slipped out or are slipping out of their lies. These hungers
spring, as all hungers must, from unsatisfied demands. Ironically, in the search
for Maorilanv these dubs or associations arc decloping a somewhat different,
an emerging :11(writtaz;tz. The \ 4.114) and enthusia,m within these groups
have to be seen to be believed.

With these people the adult. educator has to be adept in meeting their
needs as they express them from time to time. The usual formal class method
operated at an unfamiliar level of abstraction would be entirely remote and
artificial to them.

6
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF MAORI ADULT EDUCATION
(WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AUCKLAND)

A good deal of progress was made in adult education in the immediate
post-war years. In 1945 a Maori Ad% isors Sub-Committee was set up in the
Auckland district. This committee, in conjunction with the Native Department,
as the Department of Maori and Island Affairs was then known, made
recommendations to the Coun.il of Adult Education, University of Auckland,
which led to adult classes being stuted at the manpower camp in Avondale.
Maoris were not drafted for war smite and those who did not volunteer were
directed under the manpower scheme into essential industries in urban centres.
The concentation of Maoris from all parts of New Zealand in the manpower
Lamps thus pros iced an accessible clientele for the first formal adult education
classes for Maoris in Auckland.

By this time, Maori tribal committees were being set up in Auckland
under the Maori Social and Economic Advancement Act 1945. Liaison with
the tribal committees led to the identification of Maori educational needs.
The desire of the people was to have classes in Maori arts, crafts and folk-
lore.

By 1946 the increase in the flow of urban immigrants from remote rural
Maori settlements was beginning to manifest itself in undesirable forms. Maori
delinquents brought before the courts increased in number as a consequence
of loss of control by elders and because of social and geographic dislocation.
In order to combat this delinquency the Council of Adult Education came
to the conclusion that special techniques and understanding were needed.
The Council felt that much of Maori delinquency could be memo= by
expanding work among Maoris with the aim of restoring pride of race in the
cultural achievement of the Maori. Above all it was felt that Maori tutors were
desirable.

It took three years to convince the University authorities of the need to
appoint a Maori tutor. The first appointee, the late Dr Maharaia Winiata,
was appointed on a temporary basis as tutor-organiser for Maori adult educa-
tion in 1949.

7



Classes 1 egan on an explorator), basis in July 1949, to discover what
the pe..plc wanted from adult education. There was a need to find out
to what extent the standard Pakeha schemes, euurses and methods applied
in the Maori field.

Visits were made to Waikato and Tauranga to arrange meetings for the
experiment. The first approach was made through recognised tribal leaders
and Maori organisations, following pattenis laid down by tradition and custom.
The outcome of these s isits was the setting up of Maori adult education
committees in different localities. In some places special committees were set
up, while in others tribal and marae committee., handled adult education.
From these deLelopments it became clear that Maori adult education was to
be a Maori institution. This was an o%ert recognition of the bi-Lulturalism of
the Maori which owed much to the drive of Dr Winiata.

Classes were arranged at Matakana Island, Tc Puna, Judea, Bethlehem,
Tuakau, Waitao, Rakaumanga, Ngartlawaia, Franktoo and Rukumoana.
Two main courses were prodded; in Maori history and culture and in
modern Maori problems. Selection of courses was based on class choice or the
known needs and interests of a p-rtieular district. Experience showed that the
most suoLeNsful Liethods were those in sltkli a local expert was en a leading
part, audio-A Lu! aids were used and the whole class was actiN cly involved.
Total enrolment was 314 and average attendance was 68.1 per cent. Thus
Maori adult education showed not on!} the pattern it was Rd) to deN clop
but also reNealecl the need for a much more extensive sere ice. The initial
sttecez-Ls of the work of Dr Winiata was recognised by confirmation of his
appointment as tutor for Maori adult education in 1950.

Dr Winiata's bi-culturalism and emphasis on Maoritangez meant his com-
plete inok einem in Maori affairs in his area. The big eNent of 1950 in the
Maori world was the sextenars c !ebrations of the coming of the canoes, held
at Ngaruaw well as being invoked in the planning of the celebrations
with his local adult education committee, Dr Winiata wrote a memorial
booklet for die sextennial, and had his adult education class at Ngartlawallia
cars e the trophies for the cultural and sporting competitions. ON cr 12,000
people attended thc celebrations.

The invok merit of the link ersit) through the efforts of Dr Winiata in
such a large community undertaking was good public rely ions. The Maori
people, through the work of Dr Winiata, came to accept the whare wananga

I.Tnixersit) f as an institution NSIlik as prepared to plats Maori knowledge
in a respected place alongside Pakeha learning.

8



Work was extended by pros iding discussions on health at four places.
These were attended by a total of 560. Because of the pressure of work and
the demand from the people the tutor held eight week-end schools as well
at Tauranga, Te Puke, Ngaruawahia and Auckland. Total attendance at
the schools was 632.

By 1951 the Maori people were bringing other matters forward for
study and clarification in their adult education classes. Of particular interest
was the effect of legislation on Maori 1anc6, application of modern agricultural
technique and the cooperatie declopment of existing resources tinder local
leadership. There seas also a resial of interest in carving and laniko work
associated with the renovation and building of meeting houses.

The increa..cd demands on the tutor brought recognition of the need to
appoint extra staff for Maori adult education. Mr. M. to 11.0 was appointed
as temporary tutor in 1952 to sell ice the North Auckland area, but the
effective strength of the staff for Maori adult education remained at one
while Dr Winiata was in Edinburgh studying for his doctorate.

Before Dr Winiata left the country he initiated a community project in
Judea to upgrade the marac facilities. Mr. to Hau continued the work with
the community in Dr Winiata's absence. The project with its carved meeting
house and decorative nikutuku panels was completed in 1954, and stands as
a memorial to the efforts of Dr Winiata and as a tribute to successful 111VOINC-
mcnt of the University in the affairs of a community. The Maori tutors had
intuitively capitalised on the Maori feeling that the meeting house strengthens
the sense of community and that its decoration is the visible symbol of the
kinship group.

The problem of juvenile delinquency in Ngaruawahia was met in 1955
by the strengthening of the marae committees and the formation of eight youth
clubs in the South Auckland area.

Although Maori adult education appeared to be making good progress
in fostering Maori community interests and in relating the University to the
Maori, one senses in the Pakeha point of view of the time a lack of complete
satisfaction with what was being done and a desire to concert Maori adult
education into something that it was not. For example, the 1956 report of
the Auckland University District. for Adult Education appraised the position
thus:

For the first ) ear of the seven years in which a programme of Maori
adult education was attempted, a strenuous attempt was made to fit
this into the tutorial class pattern. For various reasons this proved

9
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impractical and for the next six )ears the pattern has been both experi-
mental and dependent upon the persistent It quest for teaching in tradi-
tional arts and crafts. It is now felt that the period of experimentation
is drawing to a close and plans arc being made to settle upon a recognised
s) llabus of classes and the ela.s., forms in w hick this insunction will he
given . . . . The time has now come for the class of serious students.

Although the di% ergenc e of interest between the Maori c onnnunit) and the
Unix ersit) was thus explicit) stated, the Maori tutors continued to do clop
their role in terms of the needs of the communit) as they saw them.

The tutor for Northland started a programme on youth leadership
in Whangarei. A ogramme under the title "Community Develop-
ment- was also established in the South Auckland area. The tutors also
took an actic part in helping to form local committees responsible for local
government. Sixteen such committees were set up.

Another significant de%elopment of this period was th,-: establishment of
the Academy of Maori Arts and Crafts at the Macti Community Centre in
Auckland. The master caner Mr H. Toka was engaged as tutor for the
Academy, whose primal-) function was to produce the caning and fuktztukti
decorations for the proposed ?name in Auckland.

By 1957 a wider range of subject matter was prosided, using week-end
schools, tutorial classes and hu; to gi% e lectures in such subjects a.. audit o-
polog), race relations, in%estment societies, politics, local history, committee
procechne, local administration, religion and contemporary Maori society.
'['he classes on committee procedure were of special importance in Northland
in setting up tribal committees and executives. In this work the tutor played

important role as mediator in helping the people to interpret the Maori
Social and Economic Advancement Act and put it into practice.

As a result of this experience in the field, the Maori tutors saw three
aspects to their role as mediators between the majority culture of the Pakeha
and the minority culture of the Maori. Their first aim was to meet the needs
of the minority culture by prodding instruction and experience in all aspects
of Maori culture. The second aim was to assist the Maori people, particular!)
the urban migrants, to adjust to the industrial economy of the majority culture.
Inversely, the third aim was to promote a better understanding among Pakehas
of the contcmporar) Maori and his problems, his aspirations and his w a) of
life.

10
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TIM YOUNG MAORI LEADERSHIP CONFERENCES

Although the practice of promoting Maori leadership conferences as an
adult education actiNity at Aut kland Uniersity W as instigated by Professor
H. Belshaw and Sir Apirana Ngata in 1939, the next conference was not
held until 1959. The two Maori tutors, Dr Winiata and Mr. to Hau, who
W ere young men at the first conference, played a leading role in organising
the 1959 conference.

Like the first conference, the 1939 one had as its basic theme economic
conditions related to land use and deelopment. Elders, for W how land was
and still is an important question, were W ell represented at the 1959 con-
ference. The method of using "round tables- to promote discussion pros ed
to be highly sot(essful. Another point of impoi tame was the provision of
separate round tables for elders and young leaders. The young people who
would !lase otherwise remained silent in the presence of their elders ((Attri-
buted much to the success of the conference.

Apart from the recommendations arising out of the 1959 conference,
perhaps its most significant outcome W as a request for regional conferences
from all parts of the country. For the first time the average Maori felt that
he W as being consulted to help in decision-making on matters of 'ital concern
to him. Regional conferences W ith personnel draw n from areas approximating
to the Land Board Districts of Taitokerau, Waikato--Maniapoto, Wairariki
and Tairawhiti were held at Kaitaia, Ngaruawahia, Whakatane and Gisborne
in 1960. The following year conferences were held at Tauranga, Taupo,
Rotorua and Wairoa.

Another important development from the leadership conferences was
the stimulation of a desire for continued educational activity amongst Maori
adults in rural areas. Act ordingly, discussion groups were formed in the
RotoruaBay of Plenty area to study the Hunn Report. A Taupo group
studied housing, Tauranga employment, Whakatane education, Opotiki health
and Rotorua land. The elders in Rotorua undertook to study the section
on crime.

Although the participation by -Mani people, the success of the leadership
conferences and the adequate reports of the proceedings amply justify what
was being done in the field of Maori adult education, the Auckland Adult
Education District reports of 1962 and 1966 contain what amounts almost
to an apology:

In general the Maori people are still restricting their interest to discussion
of topics that concern them today as community problems.

11
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At the last conference held at Ruatoria the discussion group began to
discuss health problems. This lead to a study of family planning and
from that to the physiology- of the human body . . . . It would appear
that the deYelopment of such study groups might lead to the doelopment
of a pattern of formal adult education.

The tendency to regard w hat w as being done in the field of Maori adult
education as falling outside the pale of academia is regrettable. The Unix ersity
authorities were in the in' position of try ing to pros ide bi-cakural educa-
tion within a mono-cultural frame of reference.

Instead of treating Maori adult education as a field to he developed in
its own appropriate ways, the University felt obliged to edge it towards the
norms of Pakcha adult education. MureoYer, those nornu, were undergoing
changes. The new pattern of university extension which was emerging was
likely, even within Pakeha society, to appeal more to the educationally
priYileged than to others. Such a panel n would certainly not meet the needs
of the Maori people.

EFFECTS OF TILE CHANCE TO UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

The changes referred to stemmed in part from the Report of the Committee
on New Zealand Unkersities (the Hughes Parr) Report) of 1959. This recom-
mended "inaeasing the emphasis on those aspects of adult education which are
intimately related to each tali\ ersit)'s professional, scientific and technological
programmes of study".

The setting up of Departments of Unhersity Extension as fully-integrated
departments of the unite ersities tended fuither to alter the nature of unix ersity
adult education. The work w hick had preiously been superYised by Regional
Councils of .adult Education, on which many interests outside as well as
inside the unix ersities w ere represented, became from 1963 on the sole respon-
sibility of the unix ersities themsely es. The full-time extension lecturers were
increasingly raeasured, in their qualifications and the nature of the work they
did, by the same standards as those applied to lecturers in internal departments.
Some re:yarded it as a blessed release from the grind of short courses and
long hours of tia el. Others wondered who would now service the sections
of the community whose needs might be oy ei looked under the new arrange-
ments.

An attempted answer to this question was the setting up of a number
of 'area adult education committees' in proYincial centres. These arose through
university initiatives, and their exact form varies from one university region
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to another, as does their spread. They are y oluntary bodies of interested kcal
people, and their aim is to organise appropriate adult education programmes
for their areas. While they are not in principle resuicted to the field of
university extension, they hay e close liaison with the extension departments,
and forward requests and carry out local organisation for extension courses.

For the New Zealand population as a whole, the change to extension
was probably not especially important. The unix ersity extension departments
stopped running % cry short eN ening courses, did not teach crafts, and con-
siderably reduced their tea( hing of the fine arts skills, both Maori and
Pakeha. It was expected that the schools' ey ening classes would take up
the slack, and to a considerable extent, until they were restrained in 1967,1
they did. New content areas yy ere dey eloped in extension programmes, but
genera'ly,, with the exceptions already mentioned, not at the expense of those
which had been typical of earlier programmes.

Such moderate shifts in general clientele as may have resulted from these
changes, howey er, would certainly not be in the direction of attracting a
broader cross- section of the New Zealand population. Formally-organised
subject-centred courses of adult education appeal most to those whose youthful
experience of formal education has been prolonged, successful and enjoy able.

In a situation in which almost all children receive secondary education,
adult education of the con% entional kind does not sere the functions it once
did. Once adult education offered to adults whose educational progress had
been frustrated by poYerty a chance to make tip lost ground. Under conditions
of universal secondary education, it now tends to sere instead the education-
ally elite, those who have profited from previous education, have found its
methods and assumptions acceptable, and have been stimulated to continue
their education voluntarily. They are a minority.

This is not to be understood as a criticism of formal, subject-centred
adult education of the uniYersity extension type. It meets real and important
needs. They are not however the needs of all sections of the New Zealand
conummity, and particularly not of those whose original experience of com-
pulsory education was short, unsuccessful or unhappy.

Among these there are more Maoris than Pakehas in proportion to their
numbers in the population. Currently two-fifths of the total number of school-
leavers, but four-fifths of Maori school leaYers, end their school careers without
any qualification, and the proportions of Maori pupils staying at school after

The restrictions were removed at the end of 1971.
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the age of fifteen, paiticularl) into the sixth form, are smaller than those
of Pakcha pupils.

In the face of this situation, the passage quoted on page 9, with its
implied criticism of the informal educational work then in progress, sums up
a crucial problem for Maori adult education, a problem that was intensified
by the change from Regional Councils to Unix ersit) Extension Departments
but had neNer been entire!) absent. Maori c,,ucation had often not used the
same methods aial approaches as had the rest of the field. Certainly some of
its work, for instance the teaching of Maori language and history, was not
difficult to place in terms of Pakcha adult education courses based on
unkersit) disciplines. .\ good deal, how e) cr, was centred on personal and
community need, lather than disciplines, and its methods in both kinds of
work w ere structured on Maori lines. For example, while part-time teachers
of high ability were used, among them senior uniersit) staff and public
serb ants, the) muil.ed w ithin Maori settings rather than in lecture rooms.

By doing these things it played a pioneering role, and helped people in
the Maori community to learn about matters of community interest. Their
Pakcha counterparts, people of similar occupations and educational attain-
ments, ale raid) to be found in adult education except occasional!) at classes
of modest standard in practical and craft subjects. To engage a real cross-
section of a community in considering housing, employment, education, health,
land use and crime, among other things, was no small achievement.

There is a glowing movement in adult education throughout the world
towards informal programmes of problem- and people-centred adult education
to supplement con. entional adult progiammes and to reach a wider range
of people in the community. The moement is tentatiNe and hesitant, and many
mistakes occur, as one would expect in its early stages.

Maori adul' education in New Zealand was an early example of the
new approach. Those who worked in it had university qualifications. They
also had a deep aw areness of the ways in which Maori institutions operate,
with an expel Use Jeri) ed from long apprenticeship and obsen ation in Maori
socict). They pros cd themselves able to work with considerable fiexibilit) and
creativity, although like other adult educators in New Zealand they lacked
formal training in adult education or community development.

E aluation techniques in adult education were then as now under-
de)cloped, so the success of Maori adult education was measured largely
by the same crude statistical measures used for formal courses, which were
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inadequate for their otiginal put pose and duubl) so for the ork directed
to community development and the meeting of social needs.

In the new circumstances after 1963, Maori adult education staff came
to feel uncertain of their professional role and of the Nedue placed on it b)
their colleagues and the uni\ ersities. For acceptance' sake, their %%oil, became
more formalised and concentrated on their special subjects such as Maori
language, the sociology of Maori suciet), Maori culture, Maori arts and crafts,
history and anthropology.

Predictably, the formalisation led to a drop in Maori in\ oh einem in adult
education. Maori language classes for example over the last two )ears in
Auckland averaged onl) a C, per cent enrolment of Maoris. No Maoris were
enrolled in the usual form.ti offerings of the Extension Department such
as anthropology of philo,,opli). Where Maoris do appear in extensim classes
tne) are usual!) in areas of practical interest such as pre-school work, or of
social concern such as New Ze,tl aid history, or in Nocational training such
as the criminulog) course offered to public set-% ants from the Justice Depart-
ment.

What has been written here traces the course of Maori adult education
as it was and is connecteJ with Auckland Unhersity. Though the details differ,
the trends have been the same in Victoria UniNersit), the only other uniNersit)
to have appointed staff for Maori adult education.
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4

SOME ADULT EDUCATION NEEDS OF MAORI PEOPLE

We set out here some fields in which, Maori people halve adult education
nccds. These arc deliberately biased towards specifically Maori interests and
to the acquisition of 'coping skills' for full participation in New Zealand
society, and do not coer the full range of adult education interests.

It will be seen that very few of the suggested topics arc relevant only
to Maoris or other Poly ncsians. Even in the first section, on Maoritanga, there
is eNidence of Pakcha interest. What is set out below is perhaps the sketch
of a problem-oriented curriculum for the whole of our society. Some parts
of it arc taught in but should also be available to adults.

After the first bare outline w c set out some of the specific areas of learn-
ing involved in each field, with some comments.

A. Sonic Aspects of Maoritanga
B. Parent Education
C. Managing Money
D. Home Management and Maintenance
E. Second Chance Education
F. Civic Education
G. Farming and Rural Land Use
II. Vocations Other Than Farming
I. Voluntary Organisations
J. Connecting the Cultures

In addition there is a small section on the particular nccds of Polynesian
immigrants.

This is not the point at which to discuss teaching and learning methods,
except to say that the Working Party certainly dues not assume that all these
areas should be explored in formal lecture-discussion (curses. A wide range
of methods is required, some very brief and informal.

Clearly not all Maori people nccd master all these areas of learning.
Each indiNidual will ha. c a different pattern of nccds. Some areas nccd hardly
be learned in detail at all. One nccds simply a rough idea of their shape,
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and clear knowledge of sources of information or guid..ace on them w hen
specific needs arise, ttlictlicr the source be a library, an advice centre, a
lawyer, a doctor, a farm advisory officer or someone else.

A. SOME ASPECTS OF MAOR1TANCA
(i) Maori language.
(ii) Maori identity., with special reference to the connections between

material culture and behat lour and Maori %Atte systems and beliefs.
(iii) Marac etiquette and orator), and oral literature and history.
(iv) Maori arts and crafts.

Maori language
It is difficult and probably artificial to separate the teaching of Maori

language in schools from its teaching to adult groups. In both cases there is
.t shortage of trained teachers a. peseta, but also a resertuir of 'lathe speakers
of the language who, with training, could be called on as teachers.

There is considerable demand for the teaching of Maori from adult
groups, much of it from non - Maoris. It is the language most commonly taught
in the sek ondar) schools' et ening programmes, and the schools' et ening classes
do not meet the full dcm.uul. Unk ash) Extension, oluntary organisations
and youth groups are also tcaching Maori, and in sacral places spontaneous
classes in it have arisen, not attached to any organisation.

Standards of teaching are extremely tariable. That is not surprising, since
there is no qualifying course in methodology atailable for teachers of Maori
language. The Interpreter's Licence has often been treated .ts a qualification,
but it is in no way concerned with ability to teach. University courses in
Maori .tre not concerned with teaching techniques, and man) teachers of the
language have no qualification except their ability to speak it.

The Working Part) endorses the recommendation of the National Adt isory
Committee on Maori Education, 'That in -serf ice courses on the teaching of
Maori language and other courses designed to assist teachers working with
Maori children, be increased and be made at ailable Ii) the Teachers' Refresher
Course Committee, by the Department of Education through in-set-Nice centres
and by University Extension Departments.'

We arc pleased to note the increased ilea% it)' in Maori Studies and
Maori Language which is being organised in the Teachers' Colleges. We
arc net ertheless concerned that this, and other measures such as the inclusion
of Maori in the Diploma of Teaching programme, affect only teachers who
are already qualified or who are already passing through the normal courses
of teacher training. Comparatitely few of these arc fluent :lathe speakers of
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Maori, and to teach others the language itself as well as the methods of
teaching it will be a major undertaking.

We should like to sec this supplemented b. intensive naining in method-
dog) for non-teachers who arc 'lathe speakers, with a vie, to their employ-
ntent on a part-time or full-time ba;.s in schools and in adult education. This
is especial!) necessar) to meet the need fur the teaching of Maori within
the next the ) cars or so, during which time career teachers qualified to
undertake it will be still in very short supply.

The Working Parts notes the following encouraging de%elopnhaus, which
may require co-ordination:

that since the National Refresher Course fur teachers of Maori language
in Ma) 1971, the Education Department has helped teachers with two
regional one-da. refresher tourses centred on Rotorua and Gisborne.
While the national course was outstanding!) successful, it w as preceded
1). legional refresher courSes condtuted on a Noluntar) basis b. Maoris in
the Nariuus educational institutions fur bath teachers of Maori, and non-
teacht is ss ho arc 'lathe speakers. There were at least three for each of
the Auckland and Wellington 'provincial' areas;
that at a recent Lopdell House Conference it was recommended that
all Teachers Colleges pros ide a selected course in Maori Language to
enable teachers to teach Maori language, and it was hoped that at
the end of each threeicar course each Teachers' College should have
trained approximately 30 teachers;
that in 1973 Maori language will be offered as a unit for examination
in the Diploma of Teaching programme;
that the Education Department sill soon rceeke submissions with regard
to bursaries in Maori language for teachers of Maori ,'similar to Jap.inese
and Indonesian);
that the Education Department has set up a select committee to facilitate
an audio-lingual paper for School Certificate Maori;
that the UniNersit) Entrance Board has recch cd submissions with regard
to the addition of an oral section in the University Entrance, Bursaries
and Entrance Scholarships examinations;
that Maori language is offered at three uniNersities, naiad) Auckland,
Victoria and Waikato, while positions arc currentl athertiscd at Canter-
bury and Massey, and a course is under consideration at Otago;
that Victoria Universit. through both its University Extension and the
.Anthropology Departments has conducted residential schools in Maori
language, intensive two to three week courses for beginners, and a
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workshop for teachers of Maori;
that a three-year certificate course in Maori is offered with Otago
University Extension Department;
that a diploma and an extension certificate course in Maori language,
and an extension certificate course in Polynesian Studies are being
«msidered at Auckland and Victoria Universities rcwectively ;
that from 1973 it will be a subject atailable within the Bachelor of
Education prescription at Massey University, both internally and extra-
murally;
that for the last Ike years Victoria Unk ersity has catered for extra-mural
students in Maori up to Stage II for the B.A. Degree, :uld it is noted
that its extra-mnral enrolment for 1971 is over 100.

We also record with satisfaction the revi% al or extension of certain
activities in our multi-cultural society, such ass the work of indkiduals and
groups in teadling Maori language %oluatatil) to youngsters and to adults,
and the nation-w ide movement of regional wham wananga for language,
literature and history (oral and written), art and craft.

RECOMMENDATION ( I )

In view of the need for more courses leading to qualifications recognised
by the Department of Edu«ition in the leaching of the Afaori language
to children and adults, that the Department COliVilie mettings with the
teachers' colleges, universities and technical institutes in order:
(a) to institute and concert the provision of such courses, and
(b) to ensure that appropriate provision is made in courses for the needs

both of trained teachas and of untrained potential teachers who are
already fluent Afaori speakers.

Maori Identity
There is of course no longer such a thing as a completely sep.tr.tte Maori

way of life, distinct in its major features from general New Zealand patterns.
There are howoer important NE.tori %allies, institutions and beha%iours t% hit.11
combine with elements of the majority culture to form a distinctke Maori
identity in our multi- cultural society.

This requires nt.cgnition in adult education for several reasons. Firstly,
the Maori %alms may not be transmitted so fully by childhood socialisotion
as they once were. Parents w ho, it is often asserted, were forbidden during
their own schooldays to speak their on language on school premises may
be uncertain of their own 'clue s and wary of transmitting them to their
children for fear of handicapping them.
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further break in the transmission process arises as a consequence of
the shift of Maori population to urban meas. Grandparents have formerly been
important figures in the lies of Maori childien, and have taught them much
of the Maori tradition, but now often remain in rural areas and are less
able to influence the de)elopment of their moLopuna' as they did before then
urban migration.

Where the two cultures interact, it requires considerable sophistication
to sort out bask %Ales from expedient folkways which can be changed or
abandoned without serious loss. This sophistication has not in the past been
displayed by the majority of members of either culture. Without it, Maoritai,ga
could in time be reduced to arts and crafts and a handful of disconnected
fragments of ceremonial.

Under the new conditions, which cause traditional methods of trans-
mission to falter, adult education may be able to help to maintain Maoritanga
a:; a ii. ing entity. To do so is important not only as a matter of sentiment. It
Lan help young Maori people to maintain a sense of identity, w hose absence
may lead to undesirable social consequences.

There is also considerable Pakeha interest in aspects of Maorthinga, which
should be fostered. This springs in part hum general interest, and in pact
from groups seeking altunatkes or mudifiLatiuns to certain features of the
majority culture which they find undesirable. The causes of their search
are summed up in the following exti acts from Pope Paul's encyclical letter
Populorum Progressio:

Within industrial society urbanisation upsets both the as of life and the
habitual structures of existence, the family, the neighbourhood and the
cr.) framework of the community ; man is experiencing a new loneliness.

It is not in the face of a hostile nature which it has taken him centuries
to subdue, but in the anonymous crowd which surrounds him and in
which he himself feels a stranger. Urbanisation undoubtedly is an
irreversible stage in the declopment of human societies and confronts man
with difficult problems.
How is he to master its growth, regulate its organisation and successfully
accomplish its animation for the good of all?
Instead of favouring fraternal encounters and mutual aid the city fosters
disLrimination and indifference. It lends itself to new forms of exploitation
and domination IA hereby some people in speculating on the needs of
others derive i:_ccnissable profits. Behind the facades much misery is

mokopunagrandchild
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hidden, unsuspected even by the closest neighbours . . .

There is an urgent need to remake, at the level of the street or the
neighbourhood, the social fabric whereby man may be able to develop
the needs of his personality.

Sonic of the seekers after nett forms of social fabric sec in Maori tradition
a source of alternative insights, and are attracted to it for that reason.

Another group which requires education in aspects of Maoritanga and in
other areas of Maori life consists of adults whose work brings them into
contact with Nfaoris in w al\ s which require insight into their needs, their
potential and present strengths and their difficulties.

RECOMMENDATION ( 2)
That. for leacher) and officer.) of government departments and local bodies

whose work brings them into contact with Maori and oilier Polynesian
denh, orientation courses and regular in-service training be made available
on a mandatory basis ; and that similar training be made available to
employers. supervisors and trade union officials in industry.

Alarae Etiquette and Oratory. and
Oral Literature and History

These areas represent the core of the Maori cultural tradition. Under
the auspices of University Extension, there has been some experiment in
the revival of the whare wananga for the transmission of this kind of learning.
Such work is done in a march: setting by elder, who do not accept payment
for it. Maori speakers here hat e the opportunity to gain confidence and
fluency, to learn some of the substance of 'Maori oral tradition, and to study
the values and protocol of the marae.

RECOMMENDATION (3)
That courses of the whare wananga type be organised in selected areas, to
be guided and serviced where requested by university extension lecturers

in Maori Studies.

While ,hose recreations of earlier forms of traditional Maori adult education
are t aluable and should be increased, they can reach only small numbers of
students. Larger groups of adults who have no immediate wish to become
effective ?ame speakers may also want traditional material for use or interest,
and this raises problems of collection, processing and dissemination in appro-
priate form.

The Working Party believes that there is au urgent need to establish a
centre for Maori music, oral literature and oral history. It would be an
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appropriate development in 1972, as it corresponds with a UNESCO recom-
mendation that such work be undertaken as part of the celebration of 1972
as International Book Year. The UNESCO recommendation may remind us
that while pioneering work has been done in this field in New Zealand, oral
literature and history are being increasingly researched and recorded in a
%vide range of cultures, and we may be em ions of the resources that halve been
devoted to this field in Britain, parts of Africa and other areas.

It is essential that such a centre's resources should be freely available
to Maori clubs and to individuals who may mt be students, and for that
reason we recommend that it should form part of the National Library,
though with a distinguishable identity.
RECOMMENDATION (4)

That courses be devised. iombining correspondence with tape-recordings
or radio broadcasts, on Maori language (advanced), marae oratory, and
oral Maori literature.'

RECOMMENDATION ( 5

That a centre be established for the collection, processing and dissemination
of Maori music, oral literature and oral hi.>tory, as part of the National
Library.

Alaori Arts and Crafts
Among the 200 secondary schools providing adult education in 1970,

there were only seven classes in Maori arts, most of them in the Auckland
metropolitan area. The major sources of teaching in this area of work are
the marae committees, Maori dubs, and in some areas brandies of the Maori
Women's Welfare League.

The Maori clubs arc independent of one another and have at present no
federation. They interact mainly through competitions, and there is some
feeling within our wo.king party that competitions risk distorting the aims
of the clubs.

The longer-established clubs tend to include both adult and junior groups.
The newer ones, man} of them attached to schools, con,entrate on children's
groups, although they may incidentally gise rise to adult groups also. In
either case, their leadership and teaching dep.:lids on Voluntary enthusiasm
on the part of knowledgeable adults. .lthough expertise in the Maori arts is
essential to these volunteers, they also need teaching and programme develop-
ment skills.

I The New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation has announced that it will during 1972 broad-
cast a radio series Maori for Beginners, with supplementary printed material. This is
most welcome.
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The time ma) be ripe for a federation of Maori clubs, possibly emerg-
ing from the National Pol)nesian Festival. Such a federation could take

a lead in providing training to meet the needs of the clubs in cooperation with
University Extension Departments, the Teachers' Refresher Course Committee
and the proposed centre for Maori music, oral literature and history.

Mention niust be made of the work done in this field by Education
Department athisers, and of the excellent booklets the have published on
aspects of Maori arts and crafts, which arc as valuable to adult groups as to
schools. However, as with Maori language, there is a shortage of teachers
of Maori arts and crafts in and out of schools. The training courses which
equip people to teach Maori language should include some training also in the
teaching of the arts and crafts, which are firmly linked with the language.

RECOMMENDATION (6)
That in areas in which Maori cultural clubs exist, university extension
departments and other agencies provide training for club leaders and
tutors, to enable them to transmit Maori culture effectively and to extend
the educational work of the clubs into new fields.

B. PARENT EDUCATION
(i) Child development, from infancy to adolescence.

(ii) Health.
(iii) Safety.
(iv) Relationships between parents and children.
(v) Parents, children and schools.

(vi) Family planning.
(vii) Vocational choice and opportunities, including tertiary education.

While the Working Part) notes that preschool education is now firmly
established in the Maori community, we believe that there is scope for Maori
(as for other) parents to be more imolved in parent education at all stages
of their children's growth from infancy to adolescence.

At the level of preschool education, there is a need for greatly increased
multi-cultural progr- nmes for both parents and children, including Maori
language, arts and crafts. It seems that there is a shortage in the preschool
institutions of people trained to develop programmes, and this gap should be
considered along with the similar one in scools and in adult education when
training is being developed.

On the other hand it has been suggested that some Maori mothers
insoled in preschool education are able to run the necessary programmes,
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but require encouragement and reassurance that such things arc approved
within the preschool context.

Encouragement in some cases, training in others, will help to develop
mothers who are confident in both cultures and in a position to transmit
aspects of both to their children. This development is already taking place
with great success in some cases, but should be extended.

The educational agencies, the various preschool organisations, primary
schools, secondary schools, and to some extent the tertiary institutions, must
all regard parent learning and in,. ohement as a central concern; and must
be as inventive as possible in reaching out into the community. Parent-Teacher
Associations, though valuable, are not enough. They rely on parents making
a deliberate effort to attend, and so reach only the already-interested.

As an example of the kind of inventiy enc s we have in mind, the Working
Party notes the recent visits to s arious rural Maori communities of youths
who had taken part in the trade training schemes run by technical institutes
in conjunction with the Department of Maori and Island Affairs, in order
to make the schemes better known.

When we speak of parent involYement with educational institutions, we
are not thinking of the fund-raising Nr maims which are so general a feature
of our education system. We are here thinking of enabling parents to learn
more about children and their development at various ages, about their
relationships with their children and the effects of these on development, about
the aims and methods of the schools and other educational agencies, and about
ways in which educationalists and parents can co-operate to help children.

For the various parts of the education system to be able to meet these
responsibilities for parent education, they must have sufficient staff and staff
who are trained in it. The Working Party noted particularly the crucial role
of preschool advisers appointed by the Department of Education, and the
need to increase their number. Their role in working with Maori parents must
be emphasised as much as liaison with teachers and supervisors in preschool
organisations, and they require the skills of the adult educator.
RECOMMENDATION (7)

That there be an increase in the number of preschool advisers, and that they
be given training in Maori studies, adult education and group relations as
integral parts of their training for their work.

Throughout educational institutions there is a need for more teachers
of Maori descent who retain empathy with the Maori community. They are
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needed because of their ability to invoh e Maori parents as well as to com-
municate with Maori children.

C. MANAGING MONEY
(i) Budgeting.
(ii) Credit (including credit leagues), and hire purchase.
(iii) Home ownership, mortgages, leases.
(iv) Car buying.
(v) Banking and saving.
(vi) Insurance.

(vii) Contracts and financial obligations.
(viii) Making a will.
(ix) Guarantees.
(x) Sales resistance, evaluating product claims.

The Working Party was concerned at the financial difficulties which are
faced by many Maoris and other Poly 'lesions, especially when they move into
cities. They find themsch es committed to greater cash outgoings than in rural
areas din rent, transport to work etc.), their expectations may rise, stimulated
by adh ertising and salesmanship, and they may find contracts and agrecments
hard to interpret or evaluate. Once again, these problems are not confined to
Maoris and other Polynesians, but almost certainly affect a higher proportion
of them than of Pakehas.

Budgeting schemes have been widely used to rescue families in financial
difficulties. These are most cacti% c w here the voluntary supervisor guides the
family to the point of managing its own affairs successfully.

Credit unions are a channel of adult education in these matters, and
represent a positive step to self-help. They are not always soundly conceited or
run, however, and may need educational assistance.

RECOMMENDATION ( 8 )

That the New Zealand Credit Union League examine ways in which its
educational work can be strengthened and assisted.

D. HOME MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE
(i) Choosing a house.

(ii) Interior design.
(iii) Home management.
(iv) Repairs and maintenance of house, car, appliances.
(v) Gardening.



E. SECOND CHANCE EDUCATION
Reading and comprehension (recipes. forms, contracts, instructions,
etc.)

(ii) Writing, letters.
(iii) Oral English expression for confidence, fluency and precision.
(iv) Other aleas of primary and secondary curricula where needed.
(v) New Zealand history.

It is clear on eery mailable measure that Maori children do considerably
less well, on average, than do Pakeha children in our schools. Although efforts
are being made to implu% e the situation, the working party is concerned at
the way in which education is still failing the Maori people from preschool
onwards.

0%erseas research by investigators such as Bernstein and New Zealand
work by Benton ro eats some apparent similarities between working-class
children in Britain and America and New Zealand Maori children in their
use of English, which puts both groups at a disathantage in schools when
compared with children from middle class backgrounds.

We consider that education in New Zealand is still designed predomin-
antly around middle-cl..ss Pakeha %Ales, for seasons which are generally
unconscious. The aim should be promote empathy among all children
and adults for others with different backgrounds and %allies, whether these
arise from socio-economic or ethnic differences. We need, in fact, education
for a multi-cultural society, in w hich bat tiers are replaced by choices.

As far as Maoris are concerned, there should be still gleater recognition
that they ha% e particular difficulties in mastering the dominant culture whidi
leads to success in sucio-economic terms, and therefore need particular help.
Language dey elopment underlies so mut h else that it requires concentrated
attention.

In considering the upgiading of wc.ational skills, too, language deelop-
went should not be oerluoked. Responsible positions normally require skills
in communication, and Maori workers may find themselves trapped by
restricted use of English w hich does not lend itself to dealing with more than
concrete and immediate situations.

RECOMMENDATION (9)

That more be done through intensive programmes to train teachers for the
cffeclLe leaching of English in schools, and for educating parents to aid
the language development of their children; bearing it in mind that the
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teaching of English to Maori children and adults requires many of the
same approaches as teaching English ar a second language.

RECOMMENDATION ( 10)

That the New Zealand Council for Educational Research institute 7esearch
into levels of literacy in the adult population, and particularly among Maori

and other Polynesian adults.

One of the results of generally lower Maori attainment in schools is
that substantial numbers of Maori teenagers, among them many of high
ability, leave school early and unqualified. They go into unskilled or semi-
skilled work, and it then requires considerable luck and high motivation for
them to develop careers beyond these jobs. We are concerned at the general
complacency over this waste of Maori and other Polynesian talent. While
cultural factors, such as emphasis on co-operation and group working rather
than on individual competitit cncss, may partly explain why some Maoris are

not inclined towards upward job mobility it cannot be said that many have
had much genuine choice.

One significant attempt to o% ercotne these handicaps has been the move-

ment, initiated by John Waititi, for Maori adults to return to school through
evening classes and to take School Certificate. The later introduction in 1968
of the single-subject pass in St hool Certificate made this a more realistic if
still a time-consumihg ambition. The movement has achieved sonic notable
successes, and has certainly publicised the availability of this form of adult
education. It also indicated the value of clear goals in motivating students.

However, it has not become as large a movement as was hoped, perhaps
in part because School Certificate does not seem a sufficiently relevant goal

to adults. It tends to be a preliminary hurdle leading to higher education or
other forms of training, and not to be in itself directly of vocational use
except for youngsters finding a first job. Given the current confusion in New
Zealand society about examinations and their value, and about the place of
general education compared with vocational training, it is not surprising that
School Certificate is not a popular goal for adults, Maori or Pakeha.

Moreover, the evening classes are taught by secondary teachers in second-

ary schools, using the secondary curriculum and often the same methods. They
therefore repeat a situation in which the student has probably experienced
failure already. Some at least of these &attires should be eliminated. Adults
require different teaching methods from those now generally in use for second-

ary pupils.
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They ma} also requite sonic different subjects and a different s)llabus in
others. The National Exten,,ion Cu liege, England, has persuaded an external
examining board w sct up for adults a different prescription in English
Language and Literature from the one used in schools. The City Literal-)
Institute, London, pro\ ides intensiv e one-}ear part-time courses of general
education foi ad,ths. They ate not examined, but a tutor's recommendation
can gain entr) for ,,taauts without an) formal qualification into sonic teacher's
colleges and other training Lotuses. Adult Courses might be a cry suitable
area in which to initiate forms of assessment other than the cum rent qpes
of examination.

RECOMMF,NDA tION ( 1 )
That the Department of Edmation consider initiating new types of part-
time ,ours: for adults to m,,t thtit needs for recognised and relevant general
educational quail 11,,dions of the School Certificate type, and consider how
best the students' work in these courses can be assessed.

More attention should also be paid to the availability of directly voca-
tional training and reuaining, preferably in modular form for maximum flexi-
bility and immediate usefulness.

In a different direction, there is little eduk ation available to adults in
matters whi(h are covered in the primal-) and secondar) cure curricula before
the School Certificate stage. The assumption seems to be made that all adults
have 'had' these areas. Some 110t% 0, el lost their wa) at various points, and
never got back through their perplexities to the track. Even those who had
no such difficulties find that the) have forgotten parts of what their children
are learning, or that content or method ha. e changed rodicall), as in the
`New Maths'. If their children ale involved, parents are in a situation in which
they can be motivated to take refresher courses in school subjects, provided
the approach is carefully gauged.

RECONINUSNDATION ( 12)

That basic and remedial adult education, adjusted to the needs and
interests of adults, should hate an important place in the education system
and should be provided through the adult education ptogramme of second-
my schools; since it cannot be assumed that all those who have passed
through New Zealand schools have mastered the primary and secondary
curricula, nor that the curricula meet their present needs.

F. CIVIC EDUCATION
(i) Maori organisations, statutory and voluntary.

(ii) Local bodies, and how to participate in their working, as electors,
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candidates or members.
(iii) Government departments in the community. How to use them.
(iv) Electing and using one's M.P.
(v) The law and the citizen, including police powers and the courts.
(vi) Rights to welfare services, social security etc.

(vii) Trade unions, rights and obligations.
(viii) Useful oluntary organisations, and opportunities for voluntary ser-

vice.

It is highly desirable that the Maori community should hay c more repre-
sentation in community affairs than it dues, and should ha\ e greater confidence
in its members' abilit) to influence local and national affairs. This applies at
the local loci not onl) to tertiturial local bodies, but also to special-purpose
bodies such as Boards of Go% ci nurs of secondary schools. These bodies, assisted
by educational agencies, should make it their business to educate the publics
the) scree in their purposes and methods and to encourage menthe's of signi-
ficant ethnic minorities to stand for election. This ma) be especial!) necessary
whcrc Maoris or other groups arc not a majotit) or large minority of the
electors and whcrc they may be overlooked.

It has been suggested to the Working Party that significantly higher
proportions of "Maori than of Pakcha children arc suspended or expelled from
secondary schools, and that Maori members of Boards of Goernors, if elected,
might be able to mediate and pc 'haps intetpret situations which lead to these
cases.

G. FARMING AND RURAL LAND USE
(i) Land law (Maori and European).
(ii) Land utilisation, diversification of primary products.

(iii) Finance for land development.
(iv) Agricultural techniques and improvements.
(v) Calculation and accounting for farmers.

(vi) Town and country planning.
(vii) Social and environmental effects of land use and change of use

(e.g. amalgamation of small farms).
(viii) Marketing.
(ix) The organisations that .,erN c farmers, and rele% ant go% ernment de-

partments.

While a substantial though d:minishing ptupot Lion of Maoris II\ e in rural
areas, farming and other uses of rural land must be important fields for
Maori adult education.
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Land, lime\ er, is far more than an economic resource for Maori society.
It is a trust and a !tentage, and an important element of Maori social struc-
ture. Since se\ enteen separate Acts touch upon the alienation of Maori land,
Maori land law is a vital area for study, as are the effects of planning laws
and by-laws.

The typical Maori farmer runs a small dairy unit of a size which has in
recent years become uneconomic. He needs adult education to enable him
to find was of using his land, alone or in combination with other farmers, to
provide him with a reasonable living.

It has been found in other contexts, for instance in Verner's studies of
the adoption of inno\ adults among urchaidists and dairy farmers in Canada,
that willingness to use new fanning methods is associated with higher economic
status, among other factors. One would predi_t from this that Maori fanners
would be, on average, slower than others to change their methods. They
therefore need particular educational help from farm advisory officers and
others, and these ad\ isers should be as \y ell Li ained as possible, and able to
gain the, confidence of Maori farmers. Complaints are sometimes heard that
when advisory officers change, the newcomer may give achice which is quite
inconsistent y ith his predecessor's. Such unsettling changes should be avoided,
or, when they arise from new knowledge, should be accounted for.

RECOMMENDATION ( 13)

That the Department of Agriculture and all educational institutions con-
cerned with agriculture undertake positive pogranzmes of education,
especial!) among Maori people, to assist primary produc, rs to raise their
standards of living through ditcrsification and increased production. These
programmes should not be limited to technical mailers, but should also
cover such things as traditional land tenure, farm finance, and the social
effects of such changes as amalgamations of small farms.

H. VOCATIONS OTIIER THAN FARMING
(i) Vocational choice.
(ii) 'Vocational training and retraining.

(iii) Training for work advancement.

The Working Party has reviewed the schemes of ocational training for
young Maoris which ha\ e been pioneered by the Education Department and
Department of Maori and Island Affairs in co-operation with various institu-
tions. These hate filled a need, and we should like to sec the number of trainees
increased and urban youth included. We should also wish to see these schemes
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dispersed as widely as possible throughout the technical institute system, to
enable young people, 11 herever possible, to attend courses near their homes.

RECOMMENDATION ( 14)
That support be given to recommendation N0. 30 of the National Advisory
Council on Maori Education, "That the number of courses and trade
training schemes for AI aori youths be further extended, that a wider range
of skills be laugh!. Mal more schemes lie open to girls as well as boys, and
that the courses be open to young :Ifaoris from urban as well as rural
environments".

RECOMNIENDATION (15)
That there is urgency in
(a) creating special opportunities for Maori girls to take advantage of

business and other courses at technical institutes;
(b) dispersing courses as widely as possible, in particular by introducing

more trade training and other schemes to urban centres without techni-
cal institutes;

(e) ensuring that potential trainees are not prevented from taking up
courses by financial hardship.

The following arc schemes which arc at present in operation:

Trade Training
The first of these schemes ,6 introduced in 1959 with a carpentry

course for 10 boys. There has been steady expansion.

At the present time there arc 18 courses covering 12 trades, i.e.

Carpentry
Motor Mechanics
Plumbing
Shcctmctal Working
Electrical Wiring
Diesel Mechanics
Plastering
Bricklaying
Painting
Panclbcating
Fitting and Turning
Automotive Electricity

The annual intake is 290 trainees.

At the completion of the course (all are one year courses except carpentry
which is two) trainees arc placed with private employers to finish their
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apprenticeships. The schemes are run in association with technical institute?
at Auckland, Hamilton, Petone and Christchurch.

Pre-employment Courses
These courses last for 3- 4 weeks and arc held at the beginning of each

year. They arc designed to assist girls and bo)s from countr, areas to adjust
to city life and to obtain suitable jobs. 90 bo)s and 110 girls were taken
into these schemes in 1971.
Farm Training
(a) The Auckland Youths Faint Settlement Scheme offer six years' training in

all aspects of dairy and mixed farming. It has this year been taken over
by Federated Farmers.

(b) Telford Farm Institute
Four boys each year can enter this scheme which the Department runs
in conjunction with the Institute. The (ourse lasts for three school terms
and the fees and board totalling $550 per student are paid by the
Department.

Typing

Four Maori girls e2ch year enter the Department of Maori and Island
Affairs as typist trainees, and the Public Service as a trains considerable
numbers of Maori girls as typists.

General

The overall annual intake is 406 boys and 114 girls-- .t total of 520,
or approximately 10 per cent of all Maori sdlool leavers. All the courses are
open to Maoris and other Polynesians.

Technical Institutes
It is not possible to record in a paper of this nature the ver) wide range

of courses available at technical institutes which ghe vocational training. Our
impression is that methods must be thvised to make the aailability of such
courses, and the opportunities to which the) lead, %cry much more widely
known. Vocational guidance officers, guidance counsellors, careers teachers
and Maori Welfare Officer; can help in this but we belief:, the institutes them-
selves can play a bigger part in disseminating the information.

Industry

Several industrial firms have shown initiative in providing courses for
Maori and other Polynesian employees or potential employees. Those outlined
below are examples of what can be done, and we should like to see more firms
entering the field.
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(a) Holiday Courses
U.E.B. Industries hate a regular scheme for providing comprehensive

holiday courses for senior Alain pupils. Twenty arc selected annually, zinc!
spend a week of the May holidays in a sun ey of job opportunities in U.E.B.
They arc then offered paid employment during the August holidays. The
company et aluates their %suk, and offers employment to some of them on
their leaving school.

The benefits of the scheme, however, arc not confined solely to the
minority who et entually inter U.E.B., since the others gain a better impression
of areas of work they may or may not wish to undertake. The scheme has
proved its value, and other large companies should be encouraged to introduce
similar arrangements.

(b) English Language
Todd Motors ,Petone, experienced communication difficulties with

many of their produc thin line stall w who arc of Polynesian origin. The manage-
ment, after consultation with employee representatites, conducted a successful
course of English. There could be other firms and employees which could
benefit from the introduction of similar courses.

Some caution is required hem e. fhe teaching of English to thone for whom
it is not a first language is a specialised undertaking, and a bloat!. scattering
of poorly-de% iscd courses would not meet the need. Such institutions as
Wellington Poly technic and Victoria Unit ersity 's English Language Institute
l:at c the m cquired skills and experience in mounting brief intensit c courses.
Firms should work with institutions of this kind lather than go it alone. It 6
unfortunate that administratit e limitations and shortage of resources force
the English Language Institute to restrict its pros ision almost en'irely to
students from overseas, and we should like to sec this changed.

Training Within Industry (TWI)
TWI aims at increasing production, reducing costs, reducing accidents

and improting staff relations by helping cxecutkes and super% isors develop
and use their skills of general management. The National De% clopment Con-
ference recommended expo:Aun of the scheme and the Labour Department has
taken on additional staff accordingly.

Recently national prtijects hate been undertaken in the meat freezing
industry, transport, woollen mills, and power boards. New projects hate been
started in the Rebate Bank, the Naval Dockyard and the building industry.



There has recent!) de) eloped a trend in secondary schools towards work
experience groups, general!) composed of boys from the lower streams. As
things are, these groups include high proportions of Maori boys.

In the Working Part's view, it is undesirable that work experience should
be confined to bobs and to the lower streams only. While the proportions
and the kinds of work ma) ar), we believe that it should be part of the
secondary curriculum for all older pupils. It should play a part in making the
rest of the curriculum meaningful, without an unduly narrow emphasis on
vocational relevance.

We were impressed by the account of a group of Maori boss, potentially
able to pass School Certificate, mans of whom were likely to leave school
before sitting it. Visits to industry persuaded them of their need for mathe-
matics and other subjects to qualif) for skilled work, and helped to keep them
at school and improve their motivation.

RECOMMENDATION ( 16)

That the Education Department and Post Plinzary Teachers' Association
confider the inclusion in the secondary curriculum of some work experience
and vocational orientation for all pupils.

Present vocational training schemes concentrate on the needs of young
Maoris rather than on older people. Adult Maori workers are concentrated in
unskilled and semi-skilled occupations, and are particular!) prone to redun-
dancy as the structure of industry changes.

There must therefore be increased pros ision for theii retraining, both
in alternative work at similar levels of skill and for more demanding work
related to their present occupations.

RECOMMENDATION ( 17

That the Vocational Training Council pursue the establishment of train-
ing and retraining schemes for Maori and other Polynesian adults.

Businesses and training organisations should be en( ouraged to use the skills
of industrial psychologists and to recruit Maori industrial welfare staff part
of whose task would be to seek out .Maori workers with potential for promotion.
They can also assist in locating constraints NA hich discourage maximum achieve-
ment and in de) ising way s of overcoming them. firms should maintain the
closest liaison with technic al institutes to ensure that relevant training is avail-
able as it is needed.

We note that it is Vital that people in the highest levels of management
should have empathy with the situations and needs of Maori woikers, and that
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if this is not the case then little is like!) to be attempted or achieved in

providing the necessary training.

The Working Part} has a high regard for the contribution which is being

made by the Vocational Training Council. It notes in th- Council's Annual
Report for 1970 its intention to k,ontintic the late Hon. T. P. Shand's emphasis

on 'the need to pay special attention to the training of young Maoris and the

training and retraining of women corkers'.

I. (VOLUNTARY ORG ANIS AT IONS

(i) Committee procedure.
(ii) Keeping accounts.
(iii) Budgeting for organisations.
(iv) Leadership roles.
(v) Developing programmes for organisations.

(vi) How organisations live or die.
(vii) Aspects of Maoritanga relevant to Noluntar} organisations,

A notable feature of contemporary Maori society, especially in urban
areas, is the proliferation of voluntary associations. Dr Walker, who has
conducted research on these associations, has this to say of their genesis:

The ke} to the understanding of the process of urban adjustment of the
Maori is voluntary association. Maoris come together in groups to meet
their needs for fellowship, mutual aid, the assertion of group norms and
the expression of Maori values. These needs were formerly met by the
kinship s}stem, b} membership in a kaput and a close-knit face-to-face
community. Migration to the metropolis leads to dispersal of kin. Some

are left behind in the rural hinterland while others are scattered in

different towns or across the suburbs of metropolitan Auckland. The data
shous that where the kinship s}stem is intact, especially where the family
of orientation ;s domiciled in the same area as the family of procreation,
then kinship is still a meaningful factor in the organisation of social rela-
tions. Thus, family clubs conic into being. In the city, these are formalised
by the adoption of offices and a constitution. Those who have sufficient
kin in the metropolis rel} on the faMily organisation for mutual aid. For
the majority however, whose kinsmen are widely scattered, kinship is
being increasingl} replaced b} Maori welfare committees. Maori Women's
Welfare Leagues and church groups.

Some of these associations flourish, but man} die or continue a shadowy
existence only. Sometimes the source of their difficulties lies in lack of sufficient

1 hapusub tribe.
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acquaintance with the mechanics of %oluntar) organisations based on Pakeha
models, and education in committee procedure, accounting for funds, and the
functions of officers would be general!) aluable. Understanding of the d>namics
of voluntary associations and training in developing appropriate programmes
also have a place.

Sonic of the difficulties lie Inond these, however, and arise from the use
of Pakcha models for purposes they %%ere not designed to fulfil, in a situation
in which they may conflict with Maori traditions of leadership and conduct.

One of the primary concerns of voluntar> Maori associations is the assertion
of social control over members. This is done b) means of the kaupapal
which sets out members' rights and obligations and b) frequent exhortation
in meetings. The Maori Committee, the Maori Women's Welfare Leagues,
the Maori Wardens and church groups through their handling of welfare
cases, assert and promulgate amonv members %%hat are considered to be
the norms of good conduct, home management and famil> responsibility.
The Maori values of kotakitanga2, aroha3 and generosity are also promul-
gated in Maori associations. The ideal is to extend goodwill and a helping
hand not only to Maoris but to Pakchas and Island people as well. . . .

One of the unanticipated findings of this stuck has been the extent of
conflict generated by the contest for positions of leadership in Maori
associations. In the urban situation traditional criteria for leadership such
as age, descent, and skill in Maori orator> are not the primal-) determinants
of leadership. There is a trend towards a more democratic type of leader-
ship which takes into account education, administrative skill, and ability
to negotiate with Pakehas. In the urban situation where face-to-face
relationships are less intense, people are not alwa>s well known to each
other. The wrong leaders are sometimes elected b) the democratic process.
Faulty leadership then becomes the target for gossip, backbiting and
intrigue. In the situation of an inter-tribal context where every man is
equal and has to prove his worth, the patron-client relationship becomes
one of the important ways in which the emerging leader can strengthen
his position and counteract intrigue.

(Dr Walker)

There is, we feel, a case for increased leadership training in these circum-
stances, of a kind which enables leaders to see themselves as, in part, educators
of adults. In order to give them confidence and enable them to gain the corn
1 kat:papaplan or constitution.
2 kotahaangaunity.
3 arohalove, compassion.
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munity's gust, they also need naining in Maui language and institutions, and
in the rights and obligations which arc recognised in Maori society, unless of
course they have learned these things in the past.

Leaders must be able to command the confidence of the community the:,
,ire working with, and at the same time, if they ate at all senior, must be able
to act as mediators between then ott n group and the large' society . They must
be enthusiastic and yet able to pi e enough uitical detachment to see their
work as part of a larger context. And they must be strong enough to avoid
the temptation to build personal followings and to make the people they work
tt ith dependent on them, sine the aim is to help communities and indh iduals
to increase their ow n control of their functioning and lives.

The point has been made that the pros isions in the Maori Welfare Act
for `an elementary form of self-gos ernment' through Maori Committees rest at
present on a fallacy. The fallacy is the assumption

. . . that there are a sufficient number of potential leaders amongst the
Maori to assume power under the Act and administer its pros isions in a
democratic and responsible manner tt ithout being corrupted by that potter.
. . . The people need to be trained in committee procedure, financial
accounting, budgeting, and role performance as leaders, committee mem-
bers, wardens and honorary welfare officers.

(Dr Walker)
J. CONNECTING TILE CULTURES

(i) Pakeha values and attitudes.
(ii) Mediating and negotiating between the two cultures.

There hat e been many courses for Pakehas in 'Understanding the Maori'
or in `Maoritan;a 'Euday'. The field of what might be called Pakchatanga is

neglected, how etrertt least beyond its mechanics. The values and informal
mechanisms of the majority culture go largely unexplored, perhaps because it
is assumed that they are self-et ident. It may be an unwarranted assumption.

K. NEEDS OF POLYNESIAN IMMIGRANTS
The Working Party feels that more should he done to contact Poly !lesion

immigrants on art it al in Nest Zealand and to det ise educational programmes to
meet their urgent needs. Those who do not come tinder Go% aliment schemes
are particularly poorly served.

Those who do not speak and read English fluently need particular help,
and there hate been industrial accidents which show that a language handicap
an make them dangerous to themsek es and their fellow - employees, beside

sometimes resulting in inferior job placement.
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Home management under New Zealand conditions is a %cry different
matter from home management in Polynesia, and children and adults can
suffer as a result of a tr ial-and-error adjustment. Kinship networks already
established in New Zealand can and do assist, but may themselves be inade-
quately informed.

Beyond these ty% o urgent and partit ular kinds of educational need,
Poly !lesion immigrants hay c many of the same needs for education in 'coping
skills' as those which hay e been outlined for Maoris sand y% hi( h are also needed
by many Pakehas,, but are y% orsc placed to seek out and find appropriate forms
of education.

Church-backed centres sut h as the Poly nesian Social Centre in Porirua
:an be of Y.due is this y% ork, as can local body centres such as the Auckland
City Council's Ponsonby Community Gentle. Indeed, the c hurdles which have
Poly nesian membership, and local bodies y% ith signifit ant numbers of Poly-
nesians in their areas, are the agencies y% hich are probably best placed to
estimate and meet their urgent educational needs, and sonic arc already doing
excellent work. As for Maori adult education, secondary schools will have to
become more used to muy ing adult courses to settings which arc familial and
acceptable to their intended students, and to making the style of the course
flexible, before they can be a major resource for the education of Polynesians.

A volunteer network to contact incoming immigrants, on the model of
Australia's Good Neighbour Councils, would be a help. These ruche landing
information on all new settlers from port authorities, and contact them to sec
whether they need help of any kind.

We note the need for a more detailed examination of the adult educa-
tion requirements of Polynesian immigrants, and urge that they should be
consulted in order to define these requirements and to dey isc ways of fulfilling
them. While this report contains some suggestions, detailed consideration is not
within our terms of reference.
RECOMMENDATION ( 18)

That there be greater development of orientation courses for immigrant
groups, some parts of which (e.g. English Language) ( ould be starred before
their departure for New Zealand.

RECOMMENDATION ( 19)
That more courses in the field of home management for Polynesian mothers
be held under the secondary schools' adult programmes dur....zg the day, and
that attention be given to the need for child care facilities to free mothers to
attend.
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SOME Nll':1110DS AND TECHNIQUES

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

For success in Maori adult education, attention must be given to the
setting as well as to the °Went Of Hearses. The home w the nunac general!)
encoin age full participation more than the classroom. er) meeting begins
with pra)c, and m hates cr the setting, Maori protool demands an initial
A cup of tea or sonic similar refreshment is an essential accompaniment of a
lecture or discussion, as a means of guarding against danger from tapu as well
as for social reasons.

Small groups from a single neighbourhood meeting in a member's house
ma) ha) e impultant advantages mei- larger ones some distance awa) .

Maori and Polynesian adults find lc:assurance and stiengthencd moti'ation
under the following conditions, among others:

(i) use of Maori language at some points:
informal room layout, based on a circle rather than rows;

simplicity of presentation, with a strong visual element, whether a
conventional visual aid or the gestures and facial expressions of the
Maori orator;

iv) empathy with Maori people on the part of the teacher;

) scope for acti'c student. participation, and time for students to
evaluate and discuss information presented to them.

Flexibilit) in the timing and spat ing of course sessions is also needed, with
kaiiet) of methods from the single meeting supplemented b) pinned material

to the intensive residential course.

Progiammes should be channelled wile= er possible through personal
contact to preformed groups rather than to random indi%iduals. This can often
be clone by working through an existing Maori organisation.

-welcome.
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COMMUNITY DEfiELOPM ENT
Some reference has ahead) been made to communit) doelopment and

informal adult education. The classic technique of cummunit) development is
that of the development worker who establishes himself in a single community
and acts as a catal)st, enabling people to disco\ cr and fulfil their own needs
as a community, pros iding resoutk es of information and pi actical assistance as
the community becomes aware of its requirements.

Community development approaches to adult education are increasingly
common overseas, though often not within the framework of the more established
adult education agencies. The) demand considerable sophistication on the
part of the sponsoring organisation, demonstrated in a willingness not to press
prematurely for evidence of results. They also require careful selection and
training of staff, since these are ths: only guarantees that results will eventually
come about.

These approaches can reacl; people who otherwise seem totally alienated
from adult education, and can enable self-do elopment groups to function in a
real sense.

AUDIOVISUAL AND DISCUSSION MATERIAL
It has been suggested that material designed for independent use by

associations or informal self-development groups would fill a current gap.

RECOMMENDATION (20)

That a full -lime officer be appointed by the National Council of Adult
Education to produce and edit audio- visual material, including publications
useful as adult education programmes for voluntary Maori adult sell-
deuelopnzent groups. This would be especially appropriate in 1972 as Inter-
national Book Year.

The Working Part) was pleased to learn that the New Zealand Workers'
Educational Association intends to start in 1972 the provision of material for
discussion groups, and hopes that the material will appeal to Maori groups
and that, where appropriate, Maori authorities will be asked to contribute.

NEWS MEDIA

Broadcasting, and journals designed for Maori interests, should seek to
publicise the concept of continuing learning and develop adult education pro-
grammes themselves. More is said of this later.
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RECONIMENDATION (21)

That the news media, especially zadio and television, develop' adult and
preschool education programmes, with emphasis on parent education.

RECOMMENDATION (22)

That the NZBC Maori news service be expanded, and continue to provide
educational and vocational information.

RECOMMENDATION (23)

That the New Zealand Maori Council and the Department of Maori
and bland Affairs use their journals to promote the concept of continuing
learning; that they develop specific adult education programmes through
them; and that adult education agencies regularly contribute to them
accounts of developments and successful projects in continuing education.

CERTIFICATE COURSES
Sc \ eral existing or proposed university extension certificate courses arc of

interest to Maori pLople of suflitient educational attainment to make success in
them probable. By no means all of these the in the metropolitan areas to whici)
the certificate courses arc normally confined.

RECOMMENDATION (24)

That the University Extension Departments develop ways of musing their
certificate courses available outside their university city, not omitting the
possible use of broadcasting.
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6

PRESENT AND poi-EN-rim, AGENCIES OF Amur EDucivrioN

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
While N e haNc made recommendations on actual progiammes of ucational

education. c hae none rClatzd to the nature and function of the agencies
in% dyed, though w c strong!) concerned that their pm% ision should be
increased.

NON-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
(a) University Extension

There has already been reference (see p. 1'4 to the changes which have
taken place in university extension work since 1963.

In 1967 the National Council asked the uiersit) extension departments
icws on the kinds of ser ice the would undertake in Maori adult. education.
At that. time Waikato and 'lasses ersities were not direct!) in% oh al in

extension work.)

Each department was willing to undertake set.% is es, pros ided that the) fell
within its definition of its tole. Victoria's gage the clearest account of the
conditions under whiLl it could offer courses, and since this was gencralb
agreement with the answers of the other departments, it is quoted here:

Courses organised b) the Department should, as far as possible, comp!)
with the following requirements:
',a) the subjects of courses should be studied in depth and in relation to

general principles;
h) the content of courses should be supported b) an adequate bcd) of

s)stematicall) organised knowledge such as a uniersit) discipline;
c) courses should be part of a programme that pros ides for progression

from lower to higher levels;
(d) courses should be of sufficient duration to enable students to attain

worthwhile goals ',courses at introductory stages should tend to be
long; courses at more advanced stages, e.g. refresher courses, may
justifiably be shorter);
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(c)

(1)

(g)

the subject matter of courses should be treated in a scientific and
impartial manner;
the tutor of a course should be a university teacher or person of com-

parable qualifications in his subject ;
all students should be expected to undertake home study related to
the course, and, where appropriate, submit mritten or other individual

work to their teachers.

Every effort should be made to ensure as dose teacher- student relationships

as possible by organising long courses. restricting enrolments, providing

residential facilities and other means.
The Department may, in addition to its usual courses, undertake selected
experimental ( ourses and pilot projects, and will make special provision for

comes on complex and important matters of public concern and for

courses for the training or further education of leaders in society, govern-

ment and business.

One consequence of the changes of the 1960s, especially in the Auckland

area, was the withdrawal of k Pa keiht ) area tutor-organisers to the university

centres. This was accompanied b) the setting up in provincial centres of

voluntary adult education area ( ()minium. Where there was a substantial
Maori population, Maori members there general!) included in these committees.

However, the Maori community found this unsatisfactory. The Maori

lecturers were more and more occupied in work in the metropolitan areas. The
provinces missed their regular visits, and did not find the area committees a
sufficient link with the extension departments. 'Even in the case of the urban
Maori, there is still a tendency to deal direct rather than through the accepted
channels.' (Comment by a Maori Welfare O(Iicer).

It is doubtful whether area committees are the most efficient means of
conducting unit ersit) extension uork for Maori communities. There are volun-

tary associations in several rural communities and small towns that conduct

weekend schools, lectures and seminars outside the ambit of the area committees.

The programmes that they offer cater for community needs. Because the pro-

grammes are problem- and community - centred and developed by the natural

leaders of the community the) appear to he more effective than the programmes

of the area committees.

Earlier work had certain!) had its short-comings. The few tutors in the
field had either been loft( d to spread their work too thinly over large areas, or
had worked intensive') in a fe%% selected places. No consistent standards of
evaluaiton had been adopted, ind there had been little attempt to use the
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university staff to train a larger and more widespread group to undertake field
work in adult education. Nevertheless the pre% ions service was sorely missed.

The new conditions promote inflexibility, oat where the extension depart-
ments themselves do not desire it. When Maori tutors were first appointed,
their brief was to serve the Maori community. They arc now identified wide a
subject area, Maori Studies, rather than a clientele. Under utthersity extension
conditions their students are more likely to be Pakcha than Maori. They do not
question the importance of promoting knowledge of Maoritanga among Pakehas.
Given free choice, however, they would sec education of the Maori community
in the fields outlined in this report as having greater urgency.

The Maori lecturers also find themselves called on to teach more than
they used ',including some internal teaching) and organise less. Organising adult
education for Maoris in appropriate ways is a skilled and demanding under-
taking, and they find less time available for it.

The extension departments, then, now find it more difficult to provide
staff to organise programmes for a Maori clientele, and anyone who does this
work does it at some risk to his professional future.

It is this, ultimately, which fuels the concern which has been expressed on
all sides about Maori adult education. The universities may say, with consider-
able justice, that they should not be subject to pressure to undertake work
which they -consider inappropriate to their role. They may say this without
stigmatising that work as in any sense inferior in quality or less important. They
may add that if informal Maori adult education w ere to become once again
their responsibility, it would risk bring unjustly regarded as second-rate simply
because it would tend to be measured, in a university context, as though it
were ordinary university work, and would inevitably be found wanting. Any
flower in the wrong place becomes a weed.

Against this has to be measured the historical fact that Maori adult educa-
tion grew up under the shelter of the university, and that the Maori people
has come to accept that that is its home. While it is rare and in danger of
extinction it should not be too hastily transplanted to some other institution.
When it is flourishing elsewhere it will he time to make a change.

It may be possible to avoid some of the problems if the universities are
prepared to consider certain additional appointments for Maori adult education
on an administrative rather than a lecturing basis, and this would solve a
number of difficulties.
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Although mil) Auckland and Victoria Universities have so far appointed
extension staff for Maui olk, the Working Part) believes that all New Zealand
universities should now make su h appointments. I the South Island there is
a sufficient Maori communit), both of tangata uhettua' and of migrants from
the North Island, to make this step appropriate.
RECOMMENDATION (25)

Recognising the immense value, to ,Ilaoti adult education of the past work

of the Maori extension lecturers, that departments of university extension
revive the policies under which adult education facilities were offered to

Maori groups and individuals to learn traditional and community skilc.

tutcomm ENDATION ( 26 )
That there be an increase in the number of university extension lecturers

in the Maori adult education field. Their responsibilities should include
(a) community development work in the Maori community, including the

training of local leadership, and
) normal extension leaching in Maori Language and Maori Studies to

Maori and Pakeha adults.
Appointments should be made by all universities, with particular urgency in
the Waikato University area. The needs of rural areas should be considered
when these appointments are made.

MU:OMNI ItN DATION ( 27)
That some university c.ttension appointments in Maori adult education
should be made primarily for orE,,,anising moll, especially for rural areas.

(b) Secondary Schools' Adult Education
The state secondar) schools are increasingly acti)- in teaching Maori

Language to adults, and conduct some courses in Maori arts and crafts. It is
like!) that. as in uni)ersit) extension, most students in both types of class arc
Pakeha.

Very little is being clone in the schools' adult u ork within the other fields
of need outlined in this report. This is not apparent!) the result. of the 1967
holdback on the expansion of note-%ocational programmes, %hich was still in
force until the start of 1972. Education Department officers thought that
requests lot such classes would not hat c been affected I)) the holdback. Latitude
was allowed for the establishment of new classes to meet clear social needs.

Nor is it, in mans cases, the result of unwillingness on the part of the
schools. 'There is a lot of gooti ill on the pat t of principals to run and organise
evening classes lot the Maori people in both rural and urban areas, but this

I tangata whet:rutpeople with traditional land rights in the area.
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goodwill is not made use of by Maori adults.' (NItuni Welfare Officer.)

The Working Party bclie%es that %, hat is lacking is primal Hy «mininnic-
lion between the schools and the Mauli community with regard to adult educa-
tion. On the one side, the ,onitunity is used to Maori adult education taking
place on the marac or in circumstances in w hich individual participants can
be certain of not finding theni.chc. outnumbered in a Pakeha setting.
To go to the secondary school requires some motivation.

Moreover, they respond best to word -of -mouth publicity, and schools ha% c
not developed their publicity techniques far beyond the advertisement inserted
in the newspaper. To attract Nlaori adults, the schools will hate to reach out
into the community and take classes too outside the classroom.

On the other side, most schools ha% e little expertise in adult education or
in interpreting the needs of the community. They are not staffed for it, and
that is probably the critical point. If the schools had staff, whether on a part-
time or full-time basis, professionally committed to adult work, preferably with
special training for it, in dose touch with all sections of the community and
with time to consider as well as to organise, the picture would be very different.

Just as stalling allocations for day schools are weighted in areas with high
proportions of Maori Ind other Polynesian population, so it may be that there
should he special weighting for adult education work in the same areas. At all
events, the work cannot 0f-,:ri,11 hie it is organised in overtime by school staff
members who carry tall teaching leads during the day.
RECOMMENDATION (28)

That in a.-cas with a concentration cf .ilaori or other Polynesian population,
secondary schools accept a clear respons:Lliiy for meeting community adult
education needs, ani consult regularly with comninnity representatives in
order to set up appropriate programmes.

RECOMMENDATION (29)

That secondary schools hold more adult courses in Maori situations such as
maraes, wherever that is likely to increase Alaori participation.

RECOMMENDAT:ON (30)
That the introduction of new courses under the Manual and Technical Re-
gulations for groups which desire them and whits contain significant propor-
tions of Maoris and other Polynesians be encouraged and continued.

RECOMMENDATION (3 )

That secondary schools establish more comses related to the needs of the
Maori and other Polynesian peoples, suc,': as .ngi;sh language, house
financing. insurance, budgeting, and other iclds tzentioned in this report.
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RECOMMENDATION (:32)
(a) That in areas with a (oncentration of Manzi or other Polynesian popu-

lation, secondary schools appoint staff on a part-time basis to maintain

consultation with the community and volunimy organisations and to

organise adult education to meet their needs, through adult classes

under secondary schools or through other adult education agencies as

may be most appropriate in earth ular cases. The appointees need not

be necessarily secondary teachers. The programmes they are concerned

with should include both vocational mul non-vocational courses, and at

all appropriate levels.
(b) That the Manual and Technical Regulations be amended, if necessary.

to allow these appointments to be made.

RECOMMENDATION (33)
That an adviser for Maori and other Polynesian adult education be ap-

pointed to the staff of the Department of I:Vacation.

(c) Local Bodies
New Zealand local bodies have ot been widel) active in adult education.

However, there arc interesting signs of change within the Auckland urban area.

The Working Party met Mr Bcnnctt, the social services officer of Mt. Wellington

Borough Council. It happens that there is no secondary school within this

borough of 24,000 people, though three lie just outside its boundaries and

evening class,..; are available through them.

Some of the Borough Council's activities arc unmistakably in the field of

adult and out-of-school education. These include:
(i) Pottery and art classes, conducted by a full-time tutor appointed by

three neighbouring local bodies.
(ii) Maori language classes.

(iii) Maori arts classes.
(iv) A course in English as a second language, asked for by local firms,

arranged by Mr Bennett and conducted through Penrose High School.

(v) A regular drama workshop conducted by the Mercury Theatre.

Advisory services are provided the Auckland City Council through the

Ponsonby Community Centre, and this service is used by Mt. Wellington

residents also.

This work, much of which is addressed to the local Maori and Islands
communities, is to be highly commended, and the Working Party would welcome

similar appointments and schemes under other local bodies. Social services
officers are to be found under Mt. Wellington Borough Council and the Auck-
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land and Manukau City Council, and se%eral other Auk kland local bodies have
appointed recreation officers.

While at present local body adult education takes the form largely of
regular classes, social services officers are well-placed to pioneer informal com-
munity adult education through a range of methods, and the Ponsonby Com-
munity Centre's advice bureau is perhaps the start of such a trend. It may be
asked in what a an advice smice is educational, but so long as the advice
given is not so specific as to be %alid only in the immediate case, so long as it
promotes generalised understandings which can be applied to other situations,
it is certainly entitled to he regarded as a method of adult education.
(d) Churches

In the past few years the churches have become morc actively involved in
meeting communit needs. Some of their activities, such as Inter View '69', are
clearly educational, and some churches are heavily involved in consciously
educational work quite outside their specific religious teaching. This movement
deserves recognition and encouragement. The churches' work is widely accept-
able to the Maori and Islands communities .An example is the Polynesian Social
Centre in Porirua, hacked by the Roman Catholic Church.

As with the local bodies, the churches are more free to use unconventional
methods of adult education than the more formally educational agencies, and
we hope that they will experiment widely.
RECOMMENDATION (34)

That the importance of the Churches' work in the education of Maori and
other Polynesian adults be recognised and strengthened.

RECOMMENDATION (35)

That the Maori and Island Affairs Department encourage Church groups
and voluntary organisations to establish elsewhere centres such as the Poly-
nesian Social Centre and provide financial assistance where necessary, and
that local bodies also accept the support of such centres as a direct or indirect
responsibility.

(e) Play Centres, Kindergartens and Family Play Croups
The importance of these organisations in parent education has already

been mentioned, and cannot be too highly stressed.
(f) Urban Maraes and Maori Community Centres

The marae is a natural focus for Maori adult education, and new marae
projcuzs should take account of this in their planning.

In a few cases such as Hillary College, Otara, secondary schools have been
used as quasi-mantes in urban situations, at least until tnaraes proper can be
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established. These cases suggest a New Zealand approach to the English concept

of community school, which are multi-purpose complexes housing schools,

adult education facilities, social and recreational amenities, and sometimes social

services and libraries. Although these arc easier to construct in countries in

which local bodies have direct responsibilities in all these fields, the difficulties

in New Zealand arc not insuperable, given good-will.

(g) Maori Trust Boards and Incorporations
Trust Boards have been involved in some of the past Young Maori Leaders

Conferences. It is possible that some might carry their involvement further,

directly promoting and financing- adult education programmes, as some Ameri-

can Indian tribes have done.

(h) Broadcasting
(i) Television
The Working Part} is convinced that television offers under-utilised oppor-

tunities for adult education.

We were impressed by an account of time Rural Family Development
Project being conducted by the University of Wisconsin Extension. This scheme

is designed for poor families without high levels of education, and its aims arc

practical and close to the fields we Ilit.e suggested for Maori adult education.

It uses a combination of television, carefull}-prepared printed leaflets and home

visits by specially trained para-professional 'associate teachers', many of them

with backgrounds similar to those of their clients .

The television programmes are designed not to teach, but to stimulate and

motivate potential students. The use formats such as that of the variety show

which are familiar and widel) acceptable, and artists who have given their
services include international!) know n entertainers such as Johnny Cash. Where
commercials would normal!) appear come tantalising snippets of information

connected with ascertained educational needs, and encouragements to fill these

out by means of the leaflets.

Because of their entertainment content, these programmes are potentially
peak-hour viewing material, and therefore escape the assumed clash between

education and entertainment which often bedevils acceptance of educational

television.
RECOMMENDATION (36)

That the WZBC and u!her eduGation agencio conthl,r the introduction to
New Zealand of projects comparable with time Rural Family Development

Project of Wisconsin University.
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There is also scope for televised accounts in magazine form of adult educa-
tion work in progress, for some actual teaching programmes, and for indirect
contributions through programmes ss hich are not designated as adult education.
It is not difficult to see how such indirect contributions might be possible
through drama series such as Se( tion 7. or through a slight variation on Puke-
manu.

(ii) Radio
The Working Party does not feel that the educational, social and recrea-

tional needs of the Maori and other Pol}nesian communities are being ade-
quately served by the NZBC or by existing alternative radio stations. We felt
that if parts of Australia can provide tele. ision programmes for some 25,000
immigrants who do not speak English, Ness Zealand should bw: able to provide
a radio service at least for 880,000 Maoris and other Polnesians in Auckland.

What has been proposed and rejected the Ness Zealand Broadcasting
Authority is a low-powered commercial station in Auckland operating on a
modest budget. While it would be commercial in the sense of accepting advertis-
ing, it would be primarily concerned to provide a community service rather
than to maximise profits. While much of the programme would consist of
popular music, there would be great emphasis on informative programmes
designed to assist citizens with their problems, and on Maori and Polynesian
music. Programmes for parents at home and preschool children were to be
another element. Tapes would be made available to other radio stations.

A key concept was that of direct involvement through representatives of
the Maori and Island communities in the stations planning and management.

We regret that the attempt to establish such a station has so far been
unsuccessful, and urge the Broadcasting Authority to reconsider it.
RECOMMENDATION (37)

That radio stations be established in Auckland, and if possible in other
centres, with the primary aims (a) of serving the educational, social and
rPcreational needs of the Maori and other Polynesian communities and
(b) of providing a distinctive New Zealand flavour in broadcasting. The
Maori and other Polynesian commuhities should be involved in the direction
and management of this station.

(i) Other Voluntary Organisations
Many voluntary organisations, both Maori and general, base a place in

Maori adult education. At present few has e the skills needed to pla an effec-
tive role, and they need help.
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Among these, the Maori Women's Welfare League does not secem at

present to undertake as much educational work as it might. It appears to rely

on other agencies to take a lead.

The Auckland District Council of the Workers' Educational Association

has shown particular interest and determination in promoting courses for Maoris

and Islanders. It nia, as a Pakeha organisation, be insufficiently in touch with
Polynesian needs and the best NV,1)S of meeting them, but it should be encouraged

to develop its work.

We feel that the provision of adult education for Maoris and other
Polynesians should be regular!) rc iewed as a '. hole. The appropriate body
for this purpose is the National Council of Adult Education, and we recommend
the setting up of a special committee of the Council.

RECOMMENDATION (38)
That the National Council of Adult Education appoint a committee, to meet
not less than once a year, to repo,' to it on furthering the development of
adult education for Maoris and other Polynesians.
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7

CONCLUSION

In the course of this report we have traced in outline the development of
Nfaori adult education to its present point. We have then set out some key fields
of work for Maori adult education, s hile recognising that most of these fields
are also of interest to other sections of the New Zealand population. They are
not well covered at present, largely because they arc mainly in the area of basic
rather than of tertiary education, and the structure of purposeful adult educa-
tion outside the field of the tertiary institutions is under-developed as yet.

Patterns of adult education tend to be confused because of the wide range
of organisations and institutions involved. We have tried to take account of this
range, and certainly have no wish to see Maori adult education tidied up at
the expense of vitality and experiment. We hope that more agencies will become
involved in it rather than less.

However, there are certain key institutions which we believe should be
strengthened by the appointment of staff for Maori adult education or by other
measures. They would then be in a position to advise and assist other bodies,
and so to advance the whole field.

We have not made recommendations of this kind with regard to the insti-
tutions of purely vocational education, though other recommendations do con-
cern them. We have concentrated in matters of structure on the agencies which
cover both vocational and non - vocational adult education, such as the secondary
schools (in their adult role) and university extension departments.

If our recommendations are adopted, the) will pros idc for main elements
in two kinds of network, one structural and the other functional.

The structurd network would consist, at its simplest, of the part-time
organisers for Maori and other Pol)nesian adult education appointed to selected
secondary schools, and an adviser within the apartment of Education to assist
them, provide liaison between them and make representations within the Depart-
ment concerning their work. It could be further do eloped if necessary at a later
stage.
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The functional netw ork, based on common concerns but not hierarchical,
would be ',loader, and would include the part-time secondary staff at com-
munity level, the unit ersit extension staff for Maori adult education at
regional level, and at national level the Education Department's adviser and the
proposed Maori adult education committee of the National Council of Adult

Education.

Other agencies would be in a position to pros ide special services and
resources, to be drawn on b) the 'general practitioners' in adult education or
by other groups. Examples of these specialist serices would be the existing
Mauli Welfare Officers, Maori oiganisations. local hod conununit) advisers,
the piopused additional preschool ad% isers in the Department of Education, the
proposed centre for Maori music, oral literature and history, the English
Language Institute k strengthened as we hate suggested) and the proposed
publications and audio-s isual education officer attached to the National Council

of Adult Education.

We belies e that the serice w e have outlined would be able to meet the
adult education needs of the Maori people, and we urge that action should be
taken along the lines of our recommendations to strengthen it where it exists
and to set up those parts which do not yet exist.
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(1)

8

CONSOLI DATED RECON I MENDATIONS

Directed to
In view of the need for more courses leading to
qualifications recognised by the Department of
Education in the teaching of the Maori lang-
uage to children and adults, that the Depart-
ment convene meetings with the teachers' col-
leges, universities and technical institutes in
order
(a) to institute and concert the provision of

such courses, and
I) to ensure that appropriate provision is

made in courses for the needs both of
trained teachers and of untrained poten-
tial teachers who are already fluent Maori
speakers.

(2) That, for teachers and officers of government
departments and local bodies whose work brings
them into contact with Maori and other Poly-
nesian clients, orientation courses and regular
in-service training be made available on a
mandatory basis; and that similar training be
made available to employers, supervisors and
trade union officials in industry.

Department of
Education

Teachers' Colleges

Universities

7'echnical Institutes

State Services
Commission

Department of
Education

Municipal Authorities
Association

Vocational Training
Council

N.Z. Play Centre
Federation and
Associations

Free Kindergarten
Colleges

Free Kindergarten
Teachers' Association

Free Kindergarten
54 Union
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(3 ) That courses of the whare wananga type be
organised in selected areas, to be guided anti
serviced where requested by university exten-
sion lecturers in Maori Studies.

t 4 ) That courses be devised, combining correspond-
ence with tape-recordings or radio broadcasts,

on Maori Language (Advanced), 1lfarae Orat-
ory, and Oral Maori Literature.

k5 ! That a centre be established for the collection,
processing and dissemination of Maori music,
oral literattne and oral history, as part of the
National Library.

t6) That in areas in which Maori cultural clubs
exist, University Extension Departments and
other agencies provide training for club leaders
and tutors, to enable them to transmit Maori
culture effectively and to extend the educational
work of thz clubs into new fields.

k7) That there be an increase in the number of
preschool advisers, and that they be given train-
ing in Maori Studies, adult education and
group relations as integral parts of their train-
ing for their work.
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Directed to

Universities

N.Z. Broadcasting
Corporation

Universities

Correspondence School

Departments teaching '
Maori Studies in
Universities

Maori Purposes
Fund Board

National Commission
for UNESCO

Maori & Island
Affairs Department

National Library

Maori Purposes
Fund Board

Teachers' Refresher
Course Committee

Universities

Department of
Education



(8) That the New Zealand Credit Union League
examine ways in which its educational work
can be strengthened and assisted.

(9) That more he dune through intensive program-
mes to train teachers for the effective teaching
of English in schools, and for educating parents
to aid the language development of their chil-
dren; bearing it in mind that the teaching of
English to ( hildren and 'adults requires
many of the same approaches as teaching
English as a second language.

10) That the N(1% Zealand Council for Educational
12.e,caldt institute re,eara into levels of liter-
acy in the adult population, and particularly
among- NIaori and other Polynesian adults.

(1 1) That the Department of Education consider
initiating new types of part-time course for
adults to meet their needs for recognised and
relevant general educational qualifications of
the School Certificate type, and consider how
best the students' work in these courses can be
assessed.

(12) That basic and remedial adult education,
adjusted to the needs and interests of adults,
should have an important place in the educa-
tion system and should be provided through
the adult education programme of secondary
schools; since it cannot be assumed that all
those who have passed through New Zealand
schools have mastered the primary and second-
ary curricula, nor that the curricula meet their
present needs.
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N.Z. Credit Union
League

Dcpwtnzcnt of
Education

Teachers' Refresher
Course Committee

l'eathers' Colleges

N.Z. Council for
Educational Research

Department of
Education

Department of
Education



(13) That the Department of Agriculture and all

educational institutions concerned with agri-

culture undertake positive programmes of edu-

cation, especially among Maori people, to assist

primary producers to raise their standards of

living through diversification and increased

production. These programmes should not be

limited to technical matters, but should also

cover such things as traditional land tenure,
farm finance, and the social and other effects

of such changes as amalgamations of small

farms.

(14) That support be given to recommendation No.

30 of the National Advisory Council on Maori
Education, 'That the number of courses and

trade training schemes for Maori youths be
further extended, that a wider range of skills

be taught, that more schemes be open to girls as

well as boys, and that the courses be open to
young Maoris from urban as well as rural
environments'.

(15) That there is urgency in
(a) creating special opportunities for Maori

girls to take advantage of business and
other courses at technical institutes.

(b) dispersing courses as widely as possible, in

particular by introducing more trade
training and other schemes to urban
centres without technical institutes.
ensuring that potential trainees are not
prevented from taking up courses by fin-
ancial hardship.

(16) That the Education Department and Post
Primary Teachers' Association consider the in-
clusion in the secondary curriculum of some
%%ork experience and vocational orientation for

all pupils.

( c )
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(17) That the Vocational Training Council pursue
the establishment of training and retraining
schemes for Maori and other Polynesian adults.

(18) That there be greater de% elopment of orienta-
tion courses for immigrant groups, some parts
of which (e.g. English language) could be
started before their departure for New Zealand.

(19) '['hat more courses in the field of home manage-
ment for Polnesian mothers he held under the
secondary schools' adult programmes during fte
day, and that attention be given to the need for
child care facilities to free mothers to attend.

2O That a full-time officer be appointed by the
National Council of Adult Education to pro-
duce and edit audio-visual material, including
publications useful as adult education pro-
grammes for voluntary Maori adult self-
development groups. This would be especially
appropriate in 1972 as International Book Year.

(21) That the news media, especially radio and
television, develop adult and preschool educa-
tion programmes. with emphasis on parent
education.

( 22) That the NZBC Maori News Service be ex-
panded, and continue to provide educational
and vocational information.

23; That the New Zealand Maori Council and the
Department of Maori and Island Affairs use
their journals to promote the concept of con-
tinuing learning; that they develop specific
adult education programmes through them; and
that adult education agencies regularly con-
tribute io them accounts of developments and
successful projects in continuing education.
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(24) That the university extension departments de-
velop ways of making their certificate courses

available outside their university city, not

omitting the possible use of broadcasting.

(25) Recognising the immense value to Maori adult
education of the past work of the Maori exten-
sion lecturers, that departments of university
extension revive the policies under which adult

education facilities were offered to Maori
groups and individuals to learn traditional and
community skills.

(26) That there he an increase in the number of
university extension lecturers in the Maori adult
education field. Their responsibilities should
include

community development work in the
Maori community, including the training
of local leadership, and

( h) normal extension teaching in Maori lang-
uage and Maori studies to Maori and
Pakeha adults.

Appointments should be made by all univers-
ities, with particular urgency in the Waikato
University area. The needs of rural areas should
be considered when these appointments are
made.

(22)

(a)

That sonic university extension appointments in
Maori adult education should be made prim-
arily for organising work, especially for rural
areas.

t 28) That in areas with a ( oncentration of Maori or
other Polynesian population, secundary schools

accept a clear responsibility for meeting com-
munity adult education needs, and consult
regularly with community representatives in
order to set up appropriate programmes.
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(29) That secondary schools hold more adult courses
in Maori situations such as maraes, wherever
that is likely to increase Maori participation.

(30) That the introduction of new courses under the
Manual and Regulations for groups
which desire we'll and which contain significant
proportions of Maoris and other Polynesians
be encouraged and continued.

(31) That secondary schools establish more courses
related to the needs of the Maori and other
Polynesian peoples, such as English language,
house financing, insurance, budgeting, and
other fields mentioned in this report.

(32) (a) That in areas with a concentration of
Maori or other Polynesian population,
secondary schools appoint staff on a part-
time basis to maintain consultation with
the community and voluntary organisa-
tions and to organise adult education to
meet their needs, through adult classes
under secondary schools or through other
adult education agencies as may be most
appropriate in particular cases. The ap-
pointees need not be necessarily secondary
teachers. The programmes they arc con-
cerned with should include both vocational
and non-vocational courses, and at all
appropriate levels.

(b) That the Manual and Technical Regula-
tions be amended, if necessary, to allow
these appointments to be made.

(33) That an adviser for Maori adult education be
appointed to the staff of the Department of
Education.
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(34) That the importance of the churches' work in
the education of Maori and other Polvncstian
adults be recognised and strengthened.

(35) That the Maori and Island Affairs Department
encourage clutrch groups and voluntary organ-
is^.tions to ..stablish elsewhere centres such as

the Polynesian Social Centre, and provide
financial assistance where necessary, and that
local bodies also accept the support of such
centres as a direct or indirect responsibility.

(361 That the NZ 13C and other educational agencies
consider the introduction to New Zealand of
projects comparable with the Rural Family
Development Project of Wisconsin University.

(37) That radio stations be established in Auckland,
and if possible in other centres, with the prim-
ary aims (a) of serving the educational, social
and recreational needs of the Maori and other
Polynesian communities and (b) of providing
a distinctively New Zealand flavour in broad-
casting. The Maori and other Polynesian com-
munities should be involved in the direction
and management of this station.

(38) That the National Coundl of Adult Education
appoint a committee, to meet not less than once
a year, to report to it on furthering the develop-
ment of education for Maoris and other Poly-
nesians.
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APPENDIX A

TAIHAPE ADULT AND MAORI PUPILS' WEEKEND SEMINAR
1. Introduction

A Taihape organising committee of interested people organised in 1971
(a) a Maori Students Weekend Seminar, which resulted in 1)s) an Adult
Weekend Seminar.
The notes below outline how these seminars were organised.

2. Fell Needs
A group of teachers including the Principal of Taihape College felt
that the. would like to pro. idc ti. hies special!. dc. ised for Maori pupils.
They wrote to Alan Smith, Officer for Maori and Island Education k H.O.;
inviting him to come to a meeting in Taihape to disc uss ats and means
of pros iding better programmes and other extra-curricular ac tit ities for
Maori pupils.

3. Initial Discussion
The initial disc ussion took place during a da) in April at Taihape College
and it v. as one of a series of meetings the. had arranged for us spread
over a 24 hour period. (PTA meeting, Maori parents meeting).

4. Organising Committee
The organising committee was made up of :

Colin Watsona member of the staff and the initiator;
Principal and deputy;
Mat Campbell and Phil FosterMaori staff members;
Three Maori parents.

5. We suggested a weekend seminar for Maori students from. i'ongariro High
School, Ruapchu College, Rangitikei High School, Taihape High School
and the Army Cadets of Waiouru Camp. The seminar topics included:
(a) Who am I?
(b) Where am I going? (In view of urbanisation).
(c) What am I going to do?
(d) Who arc the people to help me?
(e) What price do I have to pay? (Sta. at school for qualifications).
(f) What have I learnt? (Evaluation).
These topics were suggested because the) were the like') questions pupils
were asking themselves at this time of their lives.

6. The programme was drawn up and submitted to a Maori parents' meeting
the same night. They gave the support required including the use of
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William. Marae limn %%hence accommodation and cooking facilities could

be supplied. The Marac k half a mile from the College.

7. Financial assistance was also given front the Department of Education and

the Maori Purposes Fund.

8. Approximately 100 students attended. Speakers came from Wellington,

Auckland, Hamilton and Wanganui.

9. Community Involvement
This was at its maximum with the parents participating at the Marge and

at the College where the lectures were held.

10. S pin-O Ifs

i a) The Maori Women's Welfare Branch was re-activated.

b) The Maori Conunitte decided to meet again.

(c) The Marac had a function on it for the first time for months.

id) The local Maori people and those from NIoahango gained by meet-

ing for a common cause.
(e) The same organising committee was challenged to provide a similar

week-ends for adults. This seminar took place 6 weeks ac.cr the

student seminar.
(f) They arc now looking at uals and means of extending their Maori

adult education classes for next year.

g) They will provide Maori Language classes on the school curriculum.

T. K. Royal
Secondary Inspectorate
(Maori and Island Education)
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APPENDIX B

PONSONBY commuNrry CENTRE ACTIVITIES

Activities as at 22nd September, 1971

Mondays --- first Nfonda) afternoon of cat It month; Immunization clinics
and cooking demonstrations (Health Department).
evenings; Ladies' Pipe Band.

Tuesdays Training Course for Interviewc:s, Ja)cces (meetings).
Welneufay.1 second Wednesda morning of each month; Plunket Society.

Maori Womcn's Welfare League (flax %rut( ing and meetings).
afternoons: Senior Citizens Club.
evenings; Housic, Samoan Language Class (run by Workers'
Educational Association).

Thursdays evenings; Nfaori Culture Group.

Friday., Ballroom (lancing classes for teenagers.

Sundays Midday meal for senior citizens.

In addition to the abut c. the following acthitics have also been run at the
Centre from time to t'ine.
Crochet Tucsda, all dot, which at one stage had an attendance of

40 to 50 women. This class lasted for approximate4 2 months and ceased
because the volunteer instructor wished to stop.

'lousing Course Wedned.t evening,, with an attendance of up to 30 people.

University Extension in Sociology (Nfrs. E. Timms).

Pon.sonby Ftsliz,a1 mainl rehearsals of the different cultural groups from
Samoa, Niue, Tonga, etc.

There are also many other groups, committees and individuals who
arrange programmes in a wider %al kq of topics but it is a general rule that
these only last ()nee or twits, except that committees with speeifie purposes arc
kept going.

PersonaI4, I think the success or otherwise of these programmes depends on
the following criteria. most important, wilt:the' or not the people in the com-
nitwit. ask for a particular rrogramme, secondly the calibre of the instructor,
teacher or leader; and thirdl, !tether there is some demonstiable need, for
example a large namber of housing publems in Ponsoub as shown though the
Citizens Advice Bureau.
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Probably the most useful programme in terms of community benefit is
that run by the Health Department along with the Immunization Clinic. Often

up to 150 mothers who are generally new to Auckland come along and benefit
from the informal instruction in cooking, housekeeping and so on. I would like
to think that this t pe of programme cot.ld be dev eloped, and also other activi-
ties such as arts and crafts could pros ide a useful lead-in to other relevant

subjects.
P. K. Harwood
Community Adviser
(City of Auckland)
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APPENDIX C:

TE 11' HARE WAN:INGA

(Paper by Mr D. Warboys, edited millt nous by Mr K. M. DiActs. Anthropology
Department, Vicimia University of frellinglon).

Lacking entirely an form of st ript, the Maori %%as obliged to depend
entirely on memon and terbal teat hing. the processes of the oral tradition, to
preserve all prized knowledge and so to pass it on to suct ceding generations.

There are different methods of passing on an oral II._ 'Ilion; they may be
transmitted spontaneously or by ordinary people, or they may follow certain
definite rules, use special methods and techniques, employ mnemonic de ices,
or train specialists. Where spec ialists and special methods exist their purpose
is to preserve the tradition as accurately as possible and transmit it how one
generation to the next. \\limner the method used. faithful tiansmission is more
likely if a tradition is not known to the public generally, but is part of the
esoteric knowledge of a special group.

Maori society in New Zealand had its slick ial schools generally known as
where reananga. the instruction in which was git en by specialists in the various
fields. The great -aim of the uhare wanango %%as to pass on lore unchanged to
succeeding generations, so a t crtain number of young men of each generation
were selected and trained to presene this tribal Joie. Some traditions ma% be
classed as esoteric knowledge while others may be known and recited by all
ranks of the population. With esoteric knowledge, it may be uansmitted only
by certain persons, or is the property of a special group, no one else being
permitted to transmit the knowledge nen if well informed about the tradition.

Every esoteric tradition is of neces,ity preserved and transmitted through
the medium of institutions. These institution, or schools, because of the esoteric
nature of the material taught in them, arc restrit tat to c audit special groups,
especially the aristocracy and the priests, of the tribe to which the spoken
legends, beliefs and %attics belong. These selected groups were specialty trained
in a proper house of instruction and upheld the ritual formulae of Io, the
Maori Supreme Being; the% were the tepositor% of tribal lore, the religious and
genealogy experts, the naturalists, the astrologers and recorders. In many cases
they %%ere the members of the more important families and participated in all
descent group affairs, although it w as often possible for a person with lesser
status to become the protege of a tokunga in a particular field and so be elevated
into the higher ranks because of his acquired tapu. Sanctions and rewards were
meted out to ensure accurate repetition of the tradition. In Polynesia it was
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usually ritual sanctions that were bi ought to bear in cases of failure to be word

perfect when reciting, chanting or singing a tradition. In Maori society, how-

ever, according to Baton Best, t single mistake in recital meant death for the
teacher or the person who had made the mistake. This did not apply in the
teaching situation to the pupil tt ho was apparently only disqualified from
further training if he faulted in the repetition.

The infra school of learning as instituted in various parts of Polynesia

attained a very remarkable status in New Zealand. The activities and objectives
show that the Maori acquired a let crence for what he deemed to he high class

learning and regarded the teachers as highly important members of the descent

group organization. Because the more intensely sacred subjects taught in the
school of learning included matters pertaining to the Supreme Being, the higher

phases of religious belief and practices, and superior cosmogonic my'hs, and

because much of the esoteric knowledge t as connected with the gods, all of which

was highly tap material, the human agents and the school itself were considered
tap. It is of considerable note that the school version of any belief was very
much more faithful and mut h less encrusted with myth than the popular
versions.

The term whare wanaiza is of considerable value and antiquity. According

to the Ngati Kahungunu lore among others, the first whare zcananga was
named Rangiatea and was situated in the uppermost of the twelve heavens
under the care of the Whatukura and Mareikura. The first one to be estab-
lished on earth was named Whare Kura and was founded by Rua-te-pupukc
in the original home of the Maori. In this house was conserved all the fapu
knowledge of the three baskets of knowledge of the wananga or esoteric lore

obtained from Io by Tanc. These were:
The basket of peace, goodness, and love.
The basket of prayers, incantations, and rituals.
The basket of war, agriculture, woodwork, stonework, and earthwork.

The name kura was used to denote any thing highly prized and came to
mean "Treasure House" pertaining in particular to learning.

The original Whare Kura is reputed to hate been situated at Te Hono-i-
airua, at Hawaiki-nui. a peculiarly sacred place in the far distant homeland

of the Polynesian people. When the Maori people migrated to New Zealand,
they brought with them the traditions and the institutions with which they
passed on the important traditions. Thus the first what, monanga in New Zea
land is thrzqght to hate been the Alatinga-wharau school of learning, first
instituted by Takitimu immigrants, the next one, 'l'e Anawhakairo, was insti-

tuted in the South Island.
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Best gives a list of some of the more notable of the where wananga as has
been preserved b) the Kahungunu folk of the East Coast of the North Island:

\Vharau- rangi, situated in the land of Irihia.
Taketake o to whentia, situated at Tawhiti-roa, the first land in which

the ancestors of the Maori people settled after leaving Irihia.
Te Rangi-aio, situated at Hawaiki.
Te Kohurau. the school that was brought to New Zealand.
Rangi-te-auria, situated at Maunga- wharau in New Zealand.
Whariki-awatea, situated at Heretaunga.
'Pc Ra-wheoro, situated at Uawa.
Taperc-nui-a-Whatonga, situated at East Cape.
Te Poho-o-Hine -pac, situated at Wairarapa.

There is great significance attached to the name where wananga and it
is necessary to examine these terms.

The school of learning implies that a special house was set aside for the
purpose of teaching but it was not necessaril) so that a house was built specially
for the one purpose of teaching. It was the case with some descent groups such
as those at Mangawharati. In most cases, lime\ cr, the expression "house"
(where) was merely a figurative one, the term denoted a course of teaching
practiced at a certain place, a curriculum. \n) house used for the purpose of
teaching would, however, be /apt/ for the duration of the course, and no one
would be allowed to enter except those taking part in the events.

The term wananga is applied to teachings that are held to be sacred and
lapu, occult lore, esoteric knowledge, and the term itself refers directly to the
House of Knowledge. The learning of the House was divided into three sections
relating to the three baskets of Tane mentioned above.

The school of learning appears to base been restricted to the winter months
at a time when crops had been hat-Nested and stored and when there was rela-
tive inactivity in the group. Different methods of teaching and learning were
practiced but the only definite information pertaining to methods, etc., seems
to stern from the Takitimu and descendants.

The Takitimu people c:assificd all learning taught in the whare wananga
under three headings, or houses:
( I 1 W hare wananga. This house denoted the superior school of learning and

the superior curriculum, and all ceremonial concerning the enlightenment
of man and the preservation of his spiritual and intellectual welfare was a
special charge of the priestly experts of this institution. These experts did
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i9)

(3)

not concern themsek cs with magic, although it appears that the highly
stylized ritual was akin to magic. The actual teaching, in the form of
recitals, commenced at sunrise and continued until the sun reached the
zenith, when teaching ceased. Because the rising sun betokens growth,
welfare and life while the sinking sun represents decay, dissolution and

death, it was considered not appropriate to teach after noon.

W hare kau po. This was the second grade house or series of teachings;
pertaining to group lore, traditions, history and other lesser items. This
"house" was open from noon till sunset. Although spoken of as a different
house, the lectures continued in the same place as those of the superior lore.

The whare maire refers to the arts of the sorcerer, and included the fell
power of slaying a man by means of affecting his spirit. The individuals
who imparted this pernicious know ledge w ere styled tohunga ruanuku, and
represented an order inferior to the high-class priestly experts. It appears
that the teaching of these arts was conducted out of doors and included
unpleasant features fitting to the objectives of the school.

Each and every step of the teaching session was covered by appropriate
ceremonial and ritual and it is thought that these rituals were part of the
mnemonic aids that were introduced to help learn and recall. One of the most
important of the deN ices was the fact that the teacher was never alone so that
the other initiated elders who were present acted as a check to ensure accuracy.

Prior to the pupils being permitted to enter the school, their powers of

memorising matter from a single recital were tested and the candidates with
the most retentive memories were accepted as repositories, conservers, and
promulgators of the unw rotten archives of the community ; these men were the

substitutes for written documents and books. When the neophite or pia had
passed through the stages of taloa, tauira to putea rauroha and so was a
repository of the tribal lore, he came to be designated as a tohunga or expert.

Specialists were called tohunga maori and were experts in the field of any

one of the branches of learning. Thus we find the qualifying terms:
tohunga ahurezva, tohunga tuahu, tohunga ahurnairangi a high-class

priest.
tohunga kehuaa shaman, one who deals with spirits or ghosts.
tohunga makutua sorcerer or wizard.
tohunga whakairoa carving artist.
tohunga to nzokoa tatooing artist.
tohunga tarai zvakaa canoe-hewing expert.
tohunga matatuhi, tohunga matakitea seer.
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11w lohan;,1 used his know ledge to help the propel functioning of the
Maori society and to support the authority of the chiefs.

Of rarticular interest is the fact that the whale wananga is a consenative
institution aid the Maori elders w ere Lumen-alit c so that the) mere particular])
selective as to st Ittei)ed the superior lure. The youths of the lower classes
were not permitted to ac quite this kat ning and onl) the members of the leading
families were taught in the schools.

The proce,s of kat ning in the :than. mananga 1%,is accompanied by the use
of stuAll stones that welt; presumed to cart-) the mina of the learning and the
almost magic al pro, e.s of retention and recall. Two w bite stones ha% e been the
mark of the sage sing e the time of "Pane and arc a continuous dexice of the
school. The stones of the pia were placed in contact with those of the lohunga
and when the )(Anil hat] reccied the information and was considered complete,
the transfer or propagation of new pow er was also complete and the new sacred
stones were Oen to the }oath as a form of diploma with the injunction to
gtnud them careful!). It is reported that man) ioltunga placed the stones in
their mouths when they were reciting.

Whether it is that these stones were lost or w etc discredited is quite open
to speculation, but the fact remain that the wananga is a thing of the
past as far as the historic al and traditional s)stem is concerned. There are a
number of physical reason,. that are °fret al for the demise of the school: wars,
the impact of the missionalies, and the dk,ates of the westein education auth-
orities in government. The Ra-w !Icor° School at Cawa was re-opened for a
session after the fight at Toka-a-kuku in 1836; an inferior school was open
about the same time at Okura-a-renga; about 1865 was the last session of the
school of learning in the \Vairarapa district and 1868 SaV, the last teaching in
the South Island. Among the older generations of the Maori people Best has
noted much sentimental regard for the whare wananga of their ancestors, and
regret for the abandonment of that le% cred institution in these da)s of the
white man. An old survior of a lost past remarked, "I mourn over the bequest
of our ancestors and of our elders-. This was an allusion to the system of
conserving prized lore that had c ontinued for man) centuries, from the dawn
of the Maori race before the migrations.

Now it seems that the oral histor) and the very tenets of the Maori culture
arc in the act of passing away and will surely die if there is not a resurgence in
the dissemination of the old learning because, without a secure history and a
secure value system, there can be no table culture. There must therefore be a
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neo-whare wananga and a gathering together of the old traditions and lore, as
much, that is, as yet remains.

) David Worbo)s' biblograph) was not a)ailable at the time his essay was

edited and c'clost)led, but much of his material was based on my lectures

and our class seminars. Subsequent!), how eer, the Anthropology Depart-
ment's research student, Petci Mc Lean, was to compile a comprehensive
bibliography relevant to zuhme zvananga.

(2) Eruera Kawliia \Vhakatanc Stirling. who is now 73, is the last student to
be ritually inducted and taught in Te Kirieke whore wananga of Tc
Whanau-a-Apanui located at Raukokole. This was in the early I900's.
In November 1970 Eruera Stirling agree d to permit a tape recording of

the stor) of Te Kirieke and of course those parts concerning himself

relevant to this whore wananga. At present Eruera is regarded by Ngati
Porou as a lohunga of genealog) and oral literature and oral histor).

Whore wananga, in short, taught oral histor), oral literature, including
genealogies. It went into session after the crops were lifted and rose before

the spring came round again. 'The division called to kaultae-runga was
conceined with esoteric lore, the Pakeha equhalents being mythology.
religion and co.nlogont. Te laurvae-rat o was the division which dealt with

the human story of the descent groups. For the young people there was a
division known in Ngati Porou as le whare 4aziai, devoted primarily to
games and indoor amusements including the narrating of stories and
popular versions of ancestral exploits.

Whare eTO hate persisted in the form of orator) and discussions in the
public hui context, particulail) in the eening sessions in the zthare nui or
meeting house. Prior to the urban migration of the 1950's especially,
groups or communities used the ait s)stem in corporate actithies such
as cropping, fishing and building (both subsistence and commercially);
with ohu, groups Nuluntaril) pooled their know-how, labour and equip-
ment in order to do a certain job or to help one another. As groups moved

from plac e to place in the district, or from activit) to activit), lectures,
discussions, singing- and dancing s-re held during the breaks or in the
eeningsInd eem)bod) participated. Thus knowledge and cultural values
were also transmitted, iden tit) and group solidarity reinforced, and mun-
dane but essential tasks completed quickl) but in an interesting manlier.

In the last ten )cars the Carious dhi.,ions of the whare wananga hate been
retired, extended or adapted on a regional or descent group basis, a
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phenomenon which is nationwide and whit h is t ontetned with language,
literature and history ,oral and wiitten), the arts and the crafts. The
mushroom development of Maori cultutal clubs is a modernised aspect of

whare karioi mentioned previously. Confrontation with the majority
culture of the Pakeha (in the urban situation particularl ), and problems
of identity and co on, has influenced groups to seek within their own
institutions for some cultural sustenance. These things clearly indicate that
Maori culture is a living and dynamic force in our multi-cultural society.


